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EDITORIAL
This journal is once again proud to publish some of the best pieces of work by
graduate management students at the University of Otago.
The articles in this volume were written by students taking 400 level papers for
BCom(Hons), Post-graduate Diploma, MBus (papers plus thesis), MCom (papers
plus thesis) or international students crediting to a Masters degree at their home
Universities.
Full time honours students took combinations of 18 and 36 point papers totalling
108 points, plus a 20,000 word research paper worth 36 points; MBus and
MCom students took a combination of 18 and 36 point papers totalling 144
points, plus a thesis. An 18 point paper normally requires two essays of around
4,000-5,000 words, and a 36 point paper four such essays.
All students at this level are free to submit papers for this Review, subject to the
supervising staff member having graded the paper at A or A+.
The editorial board each year comprises staff whose students have work
represented in the Review.
Alan Geare
Editor
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Recruitment and Selection in Small and Medium
Sized Enterprises
Ashleigh Calder
A lot of literature has mentioned that SMEs have a tendency to overlook
recruitment and selection practices (Greenidge, Alleyne, Parris, & Grant,
2012) but this is often not the case. Although SMEs don’t follow what the
literature would describe as proper recruitment processes, they all have some
kind of process in place. This essay was intended to show the difference
between the ‘textbook’ idea of human resource management (HRM) ranging
from staffing to remuneration and training to termination within small to
medium sized enterprises (SMEs) (Bhatti, Syed, Shah, & Shaikh, 2012) and
how SMEs actually implement HR. By using two real-life SMEs, it became
clear that there is no generally acknowledged ‘best’ way to recruit employees
in SMEs (Fathi, Wilson, & Cheokas, 2011), however, SME employers will do
what works for them, and effectively so. I spoke to Neville Gardner, manager
of 100% Clutha District (an electrical appliance retail store) and Ken
Bradshaw, manager of Henderson Building to gauge some real life examples
of HRM in SMEs.

Introduction
As Cassell, Nadin, Gray, and Clegg (2002) found, most research depicts SMEs
to be in a disadvantaged position when compared to larger firms, also known
as the ‘bleak house’ scenario. More believable however is the argument that
‘small is beautiful’ as SMEs have the opportunity to offer a more personal and
informal working environment (Carroll, Marchington, Earnshaw, & Taylor,
1999). The capacity to find, attract and retain high quality employees
remains a challenge for small organisations as they simply do not have the
resources available that larger firms do (Fathi, Wilson, & Cheokas, 2011).
Although SMEs face this resource scarcity, it does not mean they can’t
compete effectively when creating its workforce (Fathi, Wilson, & Cheokas,
2011). Recruitment and selection are important processes to consider
because every recruitment plays a critical role in shaping the future of the
company (Fathi, Wilson, & Cheokas, 2011) through the new personality and
individual that comes on board and contributes to the culture. Management is
a process of managing all of the resources of an organisation and of all the
resources available to SMEs, humans are the glue that binds the other
resources (Ofori & Aryeetey, 2011). Without the right people the performance
of SMEs will suffer, making recruitment and selection practices vital.
Cassell et al. (2002) stated very few SMEs take a strategic approach to
HRM, and there are often poorly developed linkages between HR and
strategy. However, both of the SMEs spoken to were using HRM to effectively
fulfil their strategy of striving to provide a quality service. They understood
the value of the people and the service they could provide if effectively
managed.

This assignment was for MANT431 Advanced Human Resource Management 1
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HR as a Competitive Advantage
Currently there is a growing acceptance among small business owners that
human resource management can play a vital role in providing a competitive
edge (Bacon & Hoque, 2005). A sustainable competitive advantage will be
realised through the specific operation and accessibility of resources that are
rare, valuable and hard for competitors to imitate (Behrends, 2007). Because
of the resource scarcity that SMEs are often faced with, they become highly
dependent on an above-averagely motivated workforce. Because of this, the
‘soft’ factors of management such as organisational culture become a priority
(Behrends, 2007), and HR became a realistic way for SMEs to differentiate
themselves from other businesses in the same industry and even compete
with larger organisations though contributing to their success.
Both Ken and Neville have recognised the competitive advantage that
their staff can provide and set them apart from other businesses within the
industry. By effectively implementing HR practices Ken and Neville have
made sure that they have the right people in the right job providing the
desired level of service. In these situations, HR is not implemented
proactively, but as a means to achieve strategic goals. In order to increase
organisational ability and sustain a competitive advantage, SMEs must
develop the ability to attract and retain individuals with the skills required to
give the SME a competitive edge (Henry & Temtime, 2009).

Internal Influences of HR in SMEs
The skill mix of the workforce can have a large role in whether an
organisation adopts HR practices (Bacon & Hoque, 2005). Where HR practices
such as recruitment and retention of skilled employees are necessary to
achieve business objectives it is likely the SME will have some kind of HR
system in place. This is proven in both Ken and Neville’s organisations, as
they need the right employees to provide the quality service, so have
implemented HR to ensure this.
Another influence of HRM within SMEs is influence from the wider
business community (Bacon & Hoque, 2005). This is especially relevant in
Ken’s business, as he has contact with local sources of business advice
specific to the building industry through the Masterbuilder’s Association (MA).
The MA provides Ken with relevant interview questions and contract
templates which are hugely beneficial as SMEs often don’t have a designated
HR manager to provide the necessary HR expert information.

Introduction: Recruitment and Selection
Recruitment is the process of generating a pool of competent individuals to
apply for employment within an organisation (Ofori & Aryeetey, 2011).
Selection is the process by which specific instruments are engaged to choose
from the pool of individuals most suitable for the job available (Ofori &
Aryeetey, 2011). Recruiting and selecting the wrong candidates that are not
capable, do not fit within the culture or ‘vibe’ of the SME can be a huge
negative cost which is something that most SMEs cannot afford. The overall
aim of recruitment and selection within an SME is to obtain the number and
quality of employees that are required to satisfy the strategic objectives of
the organisation, at minimal cost (Ofori & Aryeetey, 2011). Often throughout
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recruitment and selection informal practices predominate (Bacon & Hoque,
2005) but this doesn’t mean they are ineffective.
Within SMEs, the business owner or manager is usually in charge of
most HR practices, including recruitment and selection (Greenidge et al.,
2012). Realistically, SMEs do not have an assigned HR manager so the
manager must be resourceful and do the best they can without delegating.
Managers tend to be multi-functioning and don’t always have the specialist
knowledge to implement a standardised policy or procedure of recruitment
and selection (Bartram, Lindley, Marshall, & Foster, 1995).

Recruitment
Recruitment is the entry point of manpower into an organisation (Henry &
Temtime, 2009) and the path an organisation must follow from there on in
order to make sure that they have attracted the right individuals for their
culture and ‘vibe’ so that the overall strategic goals are achieved (Henry &
Temtime, 2009).
It is accepted within the literature that SMEs are far less likely than
larger organisations to have implemented sophisticated recruitment
processes (Bacon & Hoque, 2005). Recruitment methods that are
implemented differ according to the industry or sector that an organisation
exists within and the nature of the position that needs to be filled (Henry &
Temtime, 2009) similar to larger organisations. In general, SMEs are likely to
utilise recruitment sources that are convenient and inexpensive, which is why
past applicants, personal and employee referrals, word of mouth and
newspaper advertising are so popular (Barber, Wesson, Roberson, & Taylor,
1999). These processes are realistically achievable for SMEs and can still
provide the desired results. Barber et al. (1999) found that on surveying 171
SMEs in the United States, the majority relied on referrals and advertising as
their recruitment practices of choice. Barber et al. (1999) also found that
very few SMEs had any kind of formal brochures or information pamphlets
available for applicants, which is reinforced in actual business practice as
neither Ken nor Neville utilised anything of the sort. Contact with
recruitments tended to be very ad hoc and informal with Neville and Ken
which was backed up with the literature (Barber et al., 1999).
A major decider of the recruitment practices utilised by SMEs is the
nature of the job. Ten of the twenty two SMEs interviewed by (Cassell et al.,
2002) had formal systems in place for taking on new members of staff – a lot
like Ken because of the necessary qualifications needed and LBP certificate
(Licensed Building Practitioner). In Ken’s organisation, he would advertise in
local newspapers for a qualified carpenter. He has also implemented the local
Polytechnic as a recruitment option by taking on recent graduates as
apprentices. By partnering with the local Polytechnic, Ken could identify
potential candidates early on (Fathi, Wilson, & Cheokas, 2011). By using a
more formal line of recruitment, Ken is essentially accessing a prosperous
source of creativity, fresh talent and ideas into his organisation (Henry &
Temtime, 2009). He doesn’t use formal recruitment agencies, similar to many
other SMEs, this is simply not an option financially.
Due to the nature of the retail job and the fact no qualifications were
needed, Neville relied on word of mouth and verbal referrals similar to the
majority of interviewees as found by Cassell et al. (2002). Cassell et al.
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(2002) found word of mouth/referrals from existing employees to be highly
effective, for example by hiring someone’s brother into the organisation they
already had some commitment to the firm and the owner/manager was able
to find out some information before the new employee started. Word of
mouth has no financial outlay which is very beneficial for SMEs as they often
suffer from resource scarcity; Neville is effectively making the most of what
the resources he has, which is a small town where he knows a lot of people.
Referrals and other less formal recruitment methods are more likely to
provide a realistic depiction of the applicant’s work ethic and can also yield
higher proportions of excelling employees (Henry & Temtime, 2009). Not only
is word of mouth a benefit to SMEs through speed and cost, but it is
important to remember that recruitment is only one part of a two-sided
corresponding process where individuals seek attractive jobs as an
organisation seeks competent applicants (Barber et al., 1999). If a potential
employee is referred by an existing employee it is likely that the potential
employee already knows a bit about the organisation, so they know what to
expect and can make an informed decision on whether that is a place they
would like to work (Carroll et al., 1999). Existing employees that have
recommended people also tend to acclimatise the new employee socially
because it is within their best interests to make sure the employee fits in
(Carroll et al., 1999). This is something Neville utilises constantly through
only hiring people that he or his employees already know. Knowing all
employees personally was described by (Cassell et al., 2002) as an asset of
SMEs, one that Neville used effectively as it ensured an amicable working
environment and means he can ensure that the level of service that he is
wanting presented is being achieved.
There are disadvantages to informal methods of recruitment, as by
only hiring through word of mouth or recommendation, there is a pool of
applicants that are potentially being untapped (Carroll et al., 1999). By not
advertising positions, Neville could be missing out on outstanding retail staff
that he doesn’t know personally, but can offer the business a vast amount.
Although this is a valid risk of informal recruitment, only hiring people that he
knows has so far worked in Neville’s favour. He not only has staff that are
effectively providing the high levels of service he desires, but the working
environment is amicable and easy to work in, and his business is profitably
successful as a result.
Small employers tend to recruit on a need-to basis, and do not have
any formal graduate recruitment schemes (Ofori & Aryeetey, 2011). Ken
does approach the local Polytechnic for any recent graduates that he may
have already encountered through work experience schemes. This is not a
formal process, but is done if the SME has the capacity to take on a new
apprentice, rather than a fully qualified carpenter.
Another dimension of recruitment that often differs between SMEs and
larger organisations is recruitment planning, as it is often assumed SMEs do
not utilise a method for this (Barber et al., 1999). Larger organisations have
the resources and specific HR department to efficiently forecast staffing
needs whereas small organisations often don’t have these. Although there is
no formal forecasting, Neville knew that over the Christmas period he would
possibly need to take on more staff. Ken also knew that if he took on a large
contract he may also need more workers. Although they can’t formally
forecast exactly who is needed they use common sense and industry
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knowledge as their resources to effectively plan ahead, and they have made
this work successfully so far.
On conducting a study, Stewart and Knowles (2000) found that twenty
seven of the thirty SMEs interviewed used a job description as a part of the
recruitment process. Although both Ken and Neville do most of the HR
functions of their businesses themselves, they both provided a job description
to applicants. Neville stressed the importance of providing a very specific
description as employees are often performing multiple roles with unclear
boundaries (Heneman & Berkley, 1999). Due to the low skilled nature of the
job it was important employees knew exactly what was expected of them so
there was no room for disappointment or dispute.

Selection
Selection is the systematic process of deciding on a specific individual to fill
an available position (Henry & Temtime, 2009). Selection is an extremely
important aspect to consider for SMEs for a number of reasons. Often the
performance of the SME relates directly to the people working within it,
meaning the right people need to be hired to ensure organisational success
(Henry & Temtime, 2009). It is also an expensive process to hire someone
new into the organisation so it is not something SMEs want to put time and
money into just to find they have hired somebody who isn’t suitable. It is
vital that SMEs get the process right the first time round, because resources
are scarce enough as it is. Selecting the right applicant can be a difficult task,
but at the end of the day, the organisation’s reputation is held by the people
it employs (Henry & Temtime, 2009) so this is a process worth investing into
from an SME perspective.
For smaller companies, using sophisticated assessment centres is too
financially taxing to be an option (Ofori & Aryeetey, 2011), so the usage of
formal selection methods is usually limited to the conducting of job interviews
(Behrends, 2007) and reference checks (Barber et al., 1999).
Ofori and Aryeetey (2011) found that most SMEs rely heavily on the
interview process as a part of the selection process. Owner managers often
don’t have the interview skills that a specific HR specialist would, and
interviews are often informal in nature (Ofori & Aryeetey, 2011). Both Ken
and Neville interviewed potential employees to decide whether they were
right for the job or not. They both felt this was an effective way to gauge
whether the person would fit into the organisation culture. Ken felt a downfall
of interviews was that they could be misleading in that an applicant could
interview well and not always live up to the expectations.
Personality characteristics are valued very highly within the selection
process (Ofori & Aryeety, 2011). Barber et al. (1999) found that ‘soft’
qualifications such as honesty, integrity, creativity and motivation often are
all valued more within an SME than ‘hard’ qualifications such as academic
credentials. Both Neville and Ken valued someone that held the
characteristics that meant they could provide a quality service, but also that
would fit in with the other employees and overall organisational culture, all
contributing to a good working environment. This is often an important
consideration for SMEs due to the close working environment it becomes vital
for all employees to get along and contribute together. Common in the
literature was the high priority placed on teamwork and this was reinforced
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through both Neville and Ken encouraging teamwork and the ability to work
in groups.
(Carroll et al., 1999) made an important note that the employer’s
judgement of a potential employee is one of the most vital aspects of the
selection process. Because it is often the owner/manager of the small
business that conducts the hiring and firing of the business, their opinion and
personal bias often impacts HR decisions. For example, Neville interviewed
his candidates and if he got so much as a negative ‘vibe’ he would refuse to
hire the person. He based his hiring decisions solely on intuition. This ensured
that the new employee would fit in with the culture of the organisation. The
notion of ‘fitting in’ is a recurring theme in all SME literature (Carroll et al.,
1999) and is an important part of why HR in SMEs is so important.
Although selection isn’t necessarily a set-in-stone process, the
sequence of steps that an employer goes through to select an employee, and
the way they collect information about the potential employee (Bartram et
al., 1995), and the way in which they way this information to eventually
reach a decision are all aspects of selection within SMEs that are realistically
achievable and still produce desirable results as both Ken and Neville can
demonstrate.

Orientation
Orientation can also be an important part of introducing a new employee into
an organisation, especially into an SME where there is a close working
environment and it is vital everyone can work together to achieve strategic
goals effectively. Henry and Temtime (2009) indicated that many SMEs do
not induct their employees properly after hiring. In the long run this can have
lasting effects on the employee’s performance, and as a direct result, the
SME’s performance. Ken adopted a thorough orientation process as he places
high value in his workers all being able to work together. When the employee
has signed their contract and received their safety gear for the building site,
they are taken on a tour of all the current jobs that Henderson Building is
undertaking. This way the new employee meets every member of the SME
and had a good understanding of what was going on in the organisation at
the time in regards to contracts and jobs that were in progress.

Conclusion
Small businesses and large businesses have similar goals and expectations
when recruiting and selecting employees, however the ability to meet these
goals and the process in which organisations do so varies greatly (Fathi,
Wilson, & Cheokas, 2011). Effective management of HR is one of the main
challenges that SMEs face, however the two SMEs that were spoken to are
making the most of the resources that they have with effective results.
Speaking to both Ken and Neville provided insight that although they
operated SMEs in very different industries, they would often encounter
similar challenges. There is a large amount of variety that exists between
SMEs and the HR practices they adopt (Cassell et al., 2002). There is no set
way of implementing HR; it is entirely dependent on the industry, manager,
staff, strategy and sector.
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Smaller companies are not generally less successful in recruitment
practices than large organisations (Behrends, 2007). However it is important
to note that SMEs differ from larger organisations in that they rarely rely on
traditional methods of HR, instead they do what they have to so that the
desired results are achieved and often this works for them. In conclusion,
organisations that have properly recruited and selected their employees will
experience more of a competitive advantage than those organisations that
have gathered incompetent employees through ineffective selection methods
(Henry & Temtime, 2009) which is what makes recruitment and selection in
SMEs such an important issue.
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The Innovation Process in the Video Game
Industry
Quentin Cucuel
Abstract
Since their first steps in the content industry, video games have expanded
their influence tremendously. From the elitists’ research labs of the MIT in the
mid 50’s to worldwide households, video game suppliers have managed to
make their products more accessible. However, the growing competition of
the sector has forced game manufacturers to constantly innovate in order to
keep their current customers and capture new markets.
Innovation is a vast concept that has been defined by Schumpeter
(1934) as being “The introduction of new goods … new methods of production
… the opening of new markets … the conquest of new sources of supply …
and the carrying out of a new organization of any industry”. The definition
illustrates the diversity of the fields that are included in the idea of
innovation. Nevertheless, these fields remain closely tied and rely on each
other. For instance, the opening of new markets depends on companies’
ability to provide consumers with goods that are different from those
proposed by the local competition. Likewise, new goods imply new methods
of production in that the manufacturing process is going to differ. However, if
the results of innovations may take different forms, it is relevant to analyze
the factors that contribute to generate it in order to understand its
mechanics. Furthermore, as innovation directly impacts the companies’
competitive advantage and hence their performance, according to Porter
(2000), it seems important to study the components that stimulate the
innovation process.
In my attempt to explain innovations in the video game industry, I am
going to consider three aspects that I am going to illustrate through
examples. In the first part, I am going to define and analyze innovation
leaning on the Schumpeterian approach in order to determine its limits when
applied to the video game industry. In the second part, I am going to explore
the marketing notions of market pulls and technical pushes, and evaluate
their relevance for the sector. Last but not least, I am going to examine the
approach of clusters to explain the emergence of new markets in the video
game industry.

Innovation
Schumpeter’s Theories of Innovation
Joseph Schumpeter has been a pioneer in innovation study and most recent
research still leans on his work (Campbell, 2001, Ropke, 2002). Although the
global competitive environment has changed enormously in nearly 80 years,
the theories originated by Schumpeter in 1934 still are relevant to some
extent in analysis of the innovation processes in the current industries. The
economist died in 1950, a few years before the first computer game was
created in a research lab of the MIT. Therefore, the conclusions defended by
This assignment was for MANT436 Advanced International Management 2
Supervised by Prof André Everett
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Schumpeter do not take in account the specific features of this industry.
Hence, we are going to apply the major hypotheses developed by
Schumpeter in his book “Theory of economic development” (1934) to the
video game industry and explore their limits.
We will consider the following 6 hypotheses, put forward by Ropke
(2002):
1) Economic development results from new combinations of existing
resources. Therefore, an economy can grow without innovation and the
production of outputs can be augmented by increasing the amount of
inputs. However, the economy will not transform. Indeed, if the same
outputs are created without innovation, the system will stagnate, as
was the case in the Soviet Union. In their system, the entire economy
was planned in advance in order to design an optimal allocation of the
resources. Innovations could not be taken into account because of
their uncertainty, resulting in very few transformations in the Soviet
economy and its eventual collapse.
2) Economies can only transform through innovation, and innovation can
be generated by new entrepreneurs and firms. However, because
entrepreneurs are a rare asset, they need a supportive environment in
order to generate innovation.
3) Therefore, entrepreneurs need capital in order to implement their
projects and bring innovations. Because of the uncertainty of the
outcomes, it may be hard for public and private entities to invest in
ideas.
4) Innovation is more efficient than price competition to develop a market
and producers who compete on price will be victims of destructive
creation. This concept was mentioned by Marx (1863) and developed
more recently by Schumpeter. It refers to the process by which
innovations arise from the destruction of prior economic order. A
concrete illustration of this process is the disappearance of VHS caused
by the rise of DVDs. Consequently, even if markets had reached the
best prices the VCR manufacturers could offer, the improvements
featured by DVDs progressively led consumers to give up their VHS.
5) The process of transformation is more relevant to innovation
enhancement than the accumulation of inputs. The emergence of the
internet for households in the mid 90’s has been the biggest
transformation in communications since the telephone in the second
part of the 19th century. In accordance with Schumpeter’s hypothesis,
a large amount of internet start-ups emerged in the late 90’s, resulting
in a major speculative bubble and a crash in the stock market. In
2012, internet users still have not figured its limits and new start ups
keep emerging, with new opportunities for the investors.
6) Developments and innovations are endogenous in that they emerge
from factors internal to economic systems. This hypothesis suggests
that economic systems (companies, States, Free Trade Areas, etc.) will
generate their own innovations from inputs that belong to the
economic system considered. For instance, innovations in a company
will be generated by its R&D department. However, the recent trends
in knowledge exchange have blurred the borders of economic systems,
as will be discussed further below.
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When combining the hypotheses mentioned above, we observe the following
cycle:
Innova-on  

Improvement  
by  other  
companies  

Imita-on  

Investments  

Interests  
focused  on  
the  innova-on  

In conclusion, innovation breeds innovation.
Innovation Theories Applied to the Video Game Industry
Innovation in companies has changed dramatically throughout the 20th
century.
Although
Schumpeter
highlighted
the
significance
of
entrepreneurship for innovation, in-house research and development (R&D)
department have become standard for big firms. For instance, Nintendo R&D
has been designing the company’s consoles since the release of the NES in
1983, as well as most of the hardware associated with their console.
Likewise, major publishers may choose to develop their own videogames, as
is the case for Ubisoft and Nintendo. Nevertheless, entrepreneurship remains
crucial to ensure a creative diversity on the market. The current video game
industry counts around 1974 traditional, online, and mobile/handheld game
developers around the world (Gamedevmap.com, 2012). Most of them are
small companies set up by entrepreneurs and contribute to the cultural
diversity of media content. For instance, Rovio, a Finnish mobile game
developer that started with 3 students in 2003, released the very successful
Angry Birds in 2009 for mobile and handheld platforms. The game has been
downloaded over a billion times (Pan, 2012) and the company now employs
around 300 people.
It is difficult to evaluate a fair price for video game products, whether
they are hardware or software. Should retail prices take into account the
mere quality of the components featured by a game console, or should
innovation also be integrated? Likewise, should software price be based on
the quality of their content, since they all have the same packaging? Personal
observation led me to conclude that video games software and hardware
follow the same pattern, which is function of their success. Indeed, console
manufacturers set their initial retail price, strongly correlated with the quality
of the integrated components. Contrary to the Nintendo Wii, which featured
the greatest innovation through the integration of motion control, Sony and
Microsoft merely improved the performance of the previous generation of
console. As a result, the Nintendo Wii sold more units than the other
consoles, due to its affordability and accessibility by people who were not
used to playing video games.
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However, we can observe a drop in the retail price because of the
console manufacturers’ desire to consolidate their market share.
Game
Console

Technological
advancement

Degree of
innovation

Nintendo
Wii
Sony
Playstation
3
Microsoft
Xbox360

Low

High

High

Low

Medium/High

Low

Units sold
worldwide
(2012)
95.9
million
64.8
million

Initial
retail
price
US
$249
US
$599

Current
retail
price
US $150

67 million

US
$399

US $299

US $299

The retail price for software follows the same pattern. Video games
developed on console are released approximately at the same price, which is
around US$60. However, their popularity will rapidly impact on the retail
price. Therefore, a game with low popularity will have to decrease its price to
sell more, whereas a popular game will maintain its price in the longer term.
Video game products seem to behave according to the following equation:
Innovation X Content quality X Affordability = Popularity rate
For instance, Angry Birds presents a high level of innovation through
the clever utilization of the touch screen featured by smartphones and
tablets. The content quality is very basic and offers a simplistic story line, fair
2D graphics and repetitive music and sound design. Finally, the retail price
was extremely low (US$0.99) and even free for the demo version. If we
evaluate all these characteristics on a scale from 1 to 10, the results are: 8 X
2 X 10 = 160 (High popularity rate). Conversely, Time Crisis, 2nd Strike
released in 2010 on the same platform has been highly criticized because of
its gameplay and its excessively high price for this type of platform
(US$9.99). In fact, the main interest of the game lies in the possibility for the
user to shoot enemies when touching the screen. However, because of the
small screen of smartphones, fingers overshadow most of the image when
touching it, which is a major issue for an action game that requires good
reflexes. In spite of its good content quality, Time Crisis, 2nd Strike is merely
a remake of a successful arcade game; its innovation remains thus limited.
Repeating the calculation discussed above, the results are: 2 X 8 X 1 = 16
(Low popularity rate). Of course, the equation remains very limited in that it
is highly subjective and does not take into account the differences between
the platforms. For example, $10 is very expensive for an iphone game,
whereas it is very cheap for a console game.
The recent expansion of the Web 2.0 has considerably lowered the
entrance barriers for content creation. Internet users are not only consumers
anymore; they have become actors of the knowledge exchange and
innovation. Video games development has become extremely costly over the
past 10 years, with an average spending of US$18 to 28 million for multiplatform games in 2010 (Crossley, 2010). Some blockbusters, like Max Payne
3, even reached an estimated cost of US$105 million in 2012. However, new
gaming platforms have offered attractive alternative for developers with
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games featuring basic graphics and targeting casual gamers. For instance,
Angry Birds, mentioned above, only cost $140,000 to build and update
(Crossley, 2011). In addition, the distribution costs on such platforms enable
individuals to publish their creation at affordable prices. For instance, Apple
only charges US$99 for the publication of applications on the Apple Store.
Consequently, the capital required for innovation has been lowered
dramatically with the appearance of new gaming platforms and innovators do
not depend on investors anymore.
The massive entrance of new actors in the video game industry has
obviously contributed to increase the competition in the sector. Ropke (2002)
suggests in his study that if the competition is too strong, innovation suffers
because the pressure on innovators will interfere with their creativity. On the
other hand, weak levels of competition, often due to monopoly, will not
generate enough incentives for entrepreneurs to effectively stimulate their
creativity, resulting in lack of innovation. Graphically, the relation between
competition and innovation thus seems to describe an inverted Urelationship. Consequently, the high level of competition engendered by the
lowering of the entrance barriers in video game development is likely to
damage innovation on the long-term.
Finally, video games are part of the creative industry, whose mechanisms
differ substantially from those observed in other industries. Indeed, creative
industries rely mainly on intangible assets and hence do not involve a large
diversity of physical inputs. Throughout the creation phase, three intangible
inputs seem to particularly affect the process:
-‐

-‐

-‐

The “Human capital and know how” relates to the talents and experts
gathered by developers in order to create successful products. This
know how is influenced by the working experiences of the individuals,
but also by the recent interest of academics in the industry, resulting
in the development of education programs specific to the video game
industry.
The “Cultural” asset refers to the company’s or country’s context and
will influence the creative capabilities of the development teams.
Indeed, a corporate culture oriented solely on productivity is very likely
to impact creativity negatively. On the other hand, a company like
Google, which encourages desk personalization and makes employees
feel at home, will get better creative results.
The “Environment and Institutions” includes the governments’
regulation and legislation impacts on creativity. Ethnic diversity
amongst companies has proven significantly superior in terms of
creativity than homogeneity on the long-term (McLeod, Lobel, & Cox,
1996). France’s attempts to regulate immigration of foreign students
trained in France would have a direct impact on ethnic diversity in
creative companies, because these regulations primarily target young
professionals featuring high levels of education. Consequently, French
legislation negatively impacts creativity.

The nature of physical inputs in the creative process has hardly changed
since the beginning of video games. Thus, capital, human resources and
computer hardware have been the base of video game development since the
70’s, whereas the different intangible assets have contributed to its evolution.
Nevertheless, we have witnessed a substantial augmentation of physical
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inputs in the industry, such as capital, as discussed above. The increase in
the investments has aroused the interest of institutions for video games,
resulting in changes in the intangible assets mentioned above and leading to
innovation.
Following the list of hypotheses presented in the first part, and
considering the arguments developed above, we can conclude that:
1) In the video game industry, innovation can be generated by increasing
the amount of physical inputs, such as capital and human resources.
Indeed, the actual generator of innovation lies in intangible assets,
which will be influenced by the accumulation of inputs. For instance,
investments in video games will arouse the interest of academics,
which will result in the creation of courses of study specific to video
games. These courses will stimulate creativity amongst the students,
leading to innovation.
2) R&D divisions have become integrated to the major firms of the sector.
Hence, entrepreneurship is not the only way to generate innovation,
although it remains crucial for diversity.
3) Thanks to the new communication technologies, entrance barriers for
innovation have been lowered considerably, enabling entrepreneurs to
create and publish their products with a small capital they may provide
themselves. Therefore, investment is not a necessary condition of
innovation anymore.
4) Innovation remains more efficient than price competition, as illustrated
by the success of the Nintendo Wii on the console market. Retail price
of the products will mostly depend on their commercial success and
popularity.
5) The appearance of new gaming platforms associated with the
transformation of the web into web 2.0 has contributed to the
emergence of new types of games, such as Angry Birds and Farmville.
In 2011, game and entertainment have become the two most popular
categories of apps of the Apple store (IDATE, 2012). Thus,
transformation has generated innovation.
6) Trade barriers between countries prevent an optimal allocation of
resources and specialization. However, in the video game industry,
globalization has enabled access to the specialty developed by the
different countries. Creativity and innovation are not restricted to
territories. However, they will be influenced by cultural flavors. For
instance, Nordic countries will be imbued with their mythology,
whereas Japan will be influenced by its history and arts. Developments
and innovations have been largely affected by globalization and
exogenous cultural factors.
The Schumpeterian approach seems inadequate to completely explain
innovation processes in the video game industry, in that it does not take into
account the influence of individuals on the market. In consequence, I am
going to explore a marketing concept which considers consumers’ effects on
video game productions as well as firms’ contribution to market
transformations.
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Market Pulls and Technology Pushes
Definition
Historically, firms have always been created to answers customers’ needs:
fishermen have been selling their fish to feed hungry buyers and doctors
have been around to heal sick patients. However, competition on markets
has compelled companies to care about what their customers want because
of a simple logic: if a product does not satisfy the customers, they will
purchase from rivals. In the previous part, we have acknowledged that
innovation was more relevant than price competition to determine products’
commercial popularity. Consequently, innovation is crucial for firms to
generate a competitive advantage. This innovation can be driven by:
Technology pushes
Market pulls
Technology pushes are the results of technology advancements and
are usually characterized by inventive products or processes. The pattern
followed by this type of innovation is very similar to the one described by
Schumpeter and discussed above: transformations are followed by
innovations. For instance, the increased capacity of memory devices and the
decreased size of components have enabled the creation of handheld
consoles, pioneered by the Nintendo Game Boy in 1989. Likewise, the
diffusion of the iPad has led to the development of applications
commercialized through the Apple Store. A new application for iPad thus
enables children to combine their hot wheels with virtual tracks (AFJV, 2012),
lowering the barriers between virtual and physical world. Although successful
technology pushes have a higher impact on the market than market pulls
(Arnold et al., 2010), they are also considered more hazardous in that they
need market development and the right timing to be successful. For example,
Nokia spotted an opportunity to merge handheld consoles with mobile phones
in October 2003, after they realized that gamers were carrying both devices
with them. Despite their relative expertise in integrating games to mobile
phones, as illustrated by the success of “Snake” on their early models, the
Nokia N-Gage was a commercial failure. Indeed, the complexity of the
buttons layout, the restricted range of games and the release of the Nintendo
DS in 2004 did not allow the N-gage to sell over 3 million units, against 151
million for the Nintendo DS (Wikipedia, 2012). In 2011, Sony also decided to
try their luck with the convergence between phones and handheld consoles
with the release of the PS Vita. Unfortunately, the successful development of
other handheld devices, such as tablets, has overshadowed the potential
benefits of Sony’s product, resulting in remarkably low sales (Gamasutra,
2012).
Market pulls are the result of customers’ dissatisfaction with the
products of the market. The concept appeared along with the sudden interest
of companies for consumers’ preferences, but remains completely subjective.
Indeed, consumers’ tastes and preferences are specific to each individual and
each product cannot please everyone. For instance, Diet Coke has been
created for Coca Cola drinkers who would like to limit their sugar incomes.
However, some users may think that the taste has been compromised to give
the priority to low fat and artificial sweeteners. Fortunately, companies are
fervent defenders of democracy and usually focus on the largest amount of
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dissatisfaction. Therefore, the famous firm delivered Coca Cola Zero,
supposed to combine the “real taste of Coca Cola” with the wish to remain
healthy while drinking soda. . Market pull innovations thus seek for a
technical solution to customers’ dissatisfaction and stimulate technological
development, often through the improvement of existing products. Thanks to
their insights on customers’ satisfaction with existing products, market pull
innovations induce less risk for manufacturers and have a higher degree of
commercial success than technology push innovations (Arnold et al., 2010).
In regards with the two concepts reviewed, I am going to adapt the
cycle created after Schumpeter’s theories. Since technology push appears to
be breaking new ground it is going to generate the first innovation, which is
going to be followed by market pushes innovations until a new technology
push arrives and starts a new cycle. The first VCRs emerged in the early 50’s
(technology push innovation) and were continuously improved by competitors
on the worldwide markets (market pull innovations) until the appearance of
the first DVDs in 1995 (technology push innovation), resulting in a new cycle
due to the creative destruction explained in the first part.

Nevertheless, the changing and uncertain environment makes it crucial
for companies to consider both technology push and market pull strategies
throughout new product development. Apple uses a hybrid approach,
combining technology pushes with market pulls innovations. For instance, the
first iPhone released in 2007 was expertly merging several functions featured
by different devices into one. Indeed, the organizer developed by Palm, the
phone marketed by lots of companies, the internet accessible via computers
and the video camera have all been incorporated in the first Apple phone.
Although Apple merely combined existing functions, this integration was only
made possible because of the miniaturization of the different components,
leading to their technology push. Nowadays, Apple is only releasing updates
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of their products as illustrated by the recent release of the 6 th generation of
iPod Nano, the 5th generation of iPhone (iPhone 4S) and the 3rd generation of
iPad. These updates feature minor improvements in which customers’
feedback are taken into account, illustrating a market push strategy.
Market Pull and Technology Push Strategies Applied to the Video
Game Industry
The video game industry is represented by two types of products that follow
different innovation strategies: hardware (consoles, gamepad…) and software
(games). If the software will establish what consumers are going to play, the
hardware will determine how they are going to play it. Consequently, it is
essential to distinguish the two types of products in that the changes in
hardware will impact innovation in software.
Console manufacturers represent the major part of the hardware
industry in 2011 (IDATE, 2012). Since the first video game console released
by Magnavox in 1972, platforms have only experienced a few major changes
aside from their continuous technical improvements. Indeed, from 1972 to
this day, console manufacturers have mainly provided gamers with platforms
connectable to TVs, as illustrated by the latest generation of console. In
1989, Nintendo released the first handheld gaming device with the Game
Boy, enabling gamers to go out and sunbathe while enjoying their favorite
game. In 2000, Sony integrated a DVD player to their Playstation 2; for the
first time, consoles were not entirely dedicated to video games anymore.
Finally, in 2006, Nintendo integrated motion capture to their latest device,
provoking a break-up in the intimate relationship linking the gamers’ bottoms
to their couches. However, it would be inaccurate to separate the concepts of
market pull and technology push in these major innovations. For example,
the PS3 release by Sony in 2006 gives the impression of being a mere
improvement of their PS2, with better graphics and a wireless gamepad. This
would match the definition on market pull discussed previously. Nevertheless,
these improvements have been enabled thanks to the progress of graphic
engines, processors and wireless technologies, suggesting a technology push.
Similarly, the Nintendo Wii has introduced motion controlled games on the
worldwide market. This innovation is a breakthrough in the sector and was
made possible by the development of infrared technologies, arguing for
Nintendo technology push innovation. However, it would be naïve to ignore
the influence of controversies concerning the impact of video games on
gamers’ obesity (Warner, 2004) and social isolation (Sabella, 2012) on
Nintendo’s innovation process, suggesting a market pull strategy.
Nevertheless, the arrival of new gaming platforms on the market, such as
tablets and connected TV, is predicted to shatter the predominance of game
console in the next few years (Campbell, 2012; Tito, 2012). Tablet sales are
going to grow to an estimated 3 million units in 2012 (IDATE, 2012) and offer
an alternative to handheld consoles, thanks to the diversity of applications
and the performance they offer. As illustrated by the examples, hardware
provides users with new ways to play. It is the role of developers to lean on
these changes in order to create software that will propose new gaming
experiences to gamers.
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Video games have been identified as being an intrinsically motivating
activity (Poels, van den Hoogen, Ijsselsteijn, & de Kort, 2012). Indeed, they
contain the three emotional dimensions of pleasure that will lead players to
prolong their experience with the game: pleasure, arousal and dominance.
Pleasure refers to the enjoyment of the gaming experience and is associated
with the graphics, the storyline, the level of immersion, etc. This pleasure
immediately determines the consumer preference for a certain game and will
arouse the gamer enough to keep playing the game. Arousal relates to the
physical and mental reactions triggered by the experience, such as the
challenging aspect of a puzzle or the desire of improvement induced by online
competitions. Through the acquisition of in-game items and techniques
through achievements, the gamer will overcome obstacles more easily,
leading to a feeling of dominance. Dominance describes the feeling of control
and influence over the obstacles encountered in the game, such as other
players, computer-controlled enemies or puzzles. As the player progresses in
the game, this feeling will fade as the obstacles become more challenging, to
be replaced by the pleasure to follow the storyline.
Thanks to their intrinsically motivating characteristics, it would be
possible to think that the strength of video game software lies in market
pulls. Indeed, gamers motivated through playing video games would seek for
other sources of motivations once they finish their games. Nevertheless,
similar to the other content industries, each video game is unique in that
they feature their own combination of graphic design, sounds and storyline.

Pleasure  

Dominance  

Arousal    

Motivations are thus going to adopt different forms and game
developers will have to convince gamers that their game is the most likely to
fulfill their expectation for motivation. Although innovation may be more
subtle in certain productions, we observe the same mechanisms of market
pulls and technology pushes. Because video games depend on the platforms
they are developed for, they all include a part of technology push by
definition. For example, the quality of graphics will rely on the technology
integrated to the video game consoles. Thus, 3D games could not be
developed before the fifth generation of console marked by the first
Playstation in 1994. The release of the Nintendo Wii in 2006 enabled game
developers to integrate motion control, leading to more interactivity between
games and gamers. Users could finally become the sword masters they
always wished to be with Zelda: Twilight Princess, or even hit their first
home-run with Wii-sport.
People choose to play games for different reasons. Amongst the types
of players discussed in my previous study, casual gamers play to pass the
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time, regular gamers look for new gaming experiences and hardcore gamers
play for competition. Therefore, video games have different appeal for
different gamers. For instance, MMORPG, like World of Warcraft, appeal to
many players because they match different way of playing requirements
(Yee, 2006). Thus, players seeking social interactions will enjoy the
camaraderie amongst their guilds, gamers looking for adventure will have the
possibility to explore immense virtual worlds peopled with magical creatures,
and competitors will fight against other members and look for the best
combination of items for their characters. Therefore, market pull innovations
are used by developers to match video game contents with customers’ needs.
However, market pull innovation may also create new markets for video
games. With the growing concerns of healthy lifestyle associated with the
great motivational power of video games (Poel et al., 2012), Nintendo
developed Wii Fit. This software enables users to design and plan workout
sessions according to their needs, and to monitor the results of their efforts.
Women were the first targets of the software (Kim, 2009), which sold 22.61
million copies worldwide by May 2010. Likewise, the recent casual gaming
trend has allowed video games to reach the very challenging market of
women between 40-60 years old (Datagenetics, 2010), which has become
the biggest audience of casual games. Thus, the appearance of new
platforms has attracted markets that were not interested by video games
before. The development of platforms targeting these new gamers do not
threaten the more “traditional” video game supports, such as video game
consoles and offline computer games, in that they create new markets. The
market share of “traditional platforms” will be impacted, certainly, because
they do not hold their former monopolistic position anymore. Nevertheless,
their growth will not be affected because the gamers attached to the
“traditional” platforms are not likely to move to the new forms of casual
gaming, as illustrated by the figures published by IDATE in January 2012
(See Annex). This pattern was already observed by Schumpeter (1934): “...
new combinations are, as a rule, embodied, as it were, in new firms which
generally do not arise out of the old ones but start producing beside them”.
In fact, casual gaming could be a way for the new users of video games to
familiarize themselves with the mechanisms and appeals of this form of
media. Once they get over their apprehension, mostly carried by information
media, through regular interaction with electronic games, they may want to
try the other products proposed on the market. Casual gaming could thus
reinforce the “traditional” sector of video games on the long term. Video
games on social media also enable their developers to gather data on their
customers’ gaming preferences. With the findings, they have the possibility
to improve their products and forecast changes though analyzing the
information in real time. The appearance of games on social media was
initially technology pushes* innovations caused by the appearance of new
networking platforms, such as Facebook. Now, those games are the result of
market pulls, and tailored to consumers’ preferences.
Market pulls and technology pushes strategies are thus always
interacting in the video game industry, both in the production of hardware
and software. The degree of innovation perceived by the consumers seems to
depend on the balance between the two types of innovation. Indeed,
products that include new gaming practices made possible by technological
improvement will have a higher degree of innovation than products that wish
to improve existing practices. Therefore, the exchange of information has
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become crucial for companies to keep up with these existing practices as well
as the current trends on the worldwide market. In the following part, we are
going to investigate the process of exchange knowledge that occurs between
the actors of the video game industry on the different markets.

Clusters
Permanent Clusters
Permanent clusters describe localities that concentrate companies of a
particular industry, generating a centralized competition. They can arise
through historical circumstances, sophisticated demand, prior existence of
suppliers relevant to the industry, or stimulation provoked by one or two
major companies which successfully developed their business (Porter, 2008).
The notion of cluster gathers similar concepts developed by different authors
and adds the idea of local/global communication (Torre, 2008). Amongst
these concepts, we can consider the following:
-‐

-‐
-‐

“Innovative milieu” emphasizes the importance of connections between
the local actors in order to reduce the technology leakage and promote
the local opportunities in the industry.
Technopoles argues that grouping local high-tech firms creates
synergy in innovation through collaboration
Regional innovation systems promote a local network based on
technological complementarities. The regulation implemented by the
public authorities boosts or slows down the innovation process.

Clustering process has been defined by Feldman (2005) as “a process
of interaction that relies partly on spatial proximity to create and spread
knowledge”. If the creation of knowledge can be generated within the cluster,
its spread requires the actors to maintain contacts outside. Zimmermann and
Rychen (2008) distinguish 2 types of knowledge:
-‐

-‐

Tacit: incompatible with distance, and requires face-to-face
interactions. Ex: establishment of trust, chemistry between individuals,
etc.
Codified: easily transferable through manuals and books, and copes
well with long distance communication. Ex: theories, figures, analysis…

Therefore geographical proximity is essential to transfer both tacit and
codified knowledge. The exchange of knowledge in local clusters depends
mostly on the involvement of the actors in their networks. Clusters are thus
not only locations that concentrate firms that produce the same products;
they are also communities of people with the same codes (Torre, 2008), the
same vision of the world and familiar with the same theories. The informal
interaction of people in the cluster will contribute to create an “atmosphere”
which individuals will get used to. Therefore, they have a better
understanding of each other, contributing to an improved exchange of
knowledge. This intra-cluster communication will ensure dynamic learning for
the firms. Localization is thus crucial in the short term in order to acquire the
best and most up to date practices.
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Many cities build cultural clusters or districts in order to stimulate
creative synergy. The public, private and voluntary sectors ensure the
location provides the right climate to welcome and grow successful clusters.
For instance, Hollywood was merely a neighborhood of Los Angeles before
film directors started to promote it in the 1910’s. Contrary to New York,
Hollywood featured various different landscapes that enabled film directors to
shoot most of their movie in the same location. The government rapidly
identified the humongous potential of cinema in promoting the USA’s image
around the planet and supported Hollywood in the development of the
cinema industry. The success of cultural clusters will depend on the
acceptance of its production by the worldwide markets. Fortunately, the
growing influence of cultural tourism has emphasized the relevance of
cultural attractiveness for countries. For instance, the Japanese
predominance in the production of video games for over two decades has
given the country a specific “cultural flavor”, valued by tourists. Creative
clusters thus play a strategic role in the urban economy through the major
infrastructure investments made the public sector in order to attract these
new consumers of culture. Traditional and new media are playing an
increasingly important role in the promotion of these locations.
Clusters of creative industries can produce the conditions necessary to
originate an “innovation milieu”. However, the management of these creative
clusters should focus on adjusting the balance between productivity and
innovation. On the one hand, innovation without market insights would
eventually lead to products that would not match the market, as was the
case in Germany at the beginning of their video game industry. On the other
hand, a focus on productivity would asphyxiate innovation and would result in
poor quality products. For instance, blockbusters releases in cinema are
usually closely followed by their video game adaptation, as has been the case
for Harry Potter and The Lord of the Rings. These games are usually ordered
by producers that impose strict deadlines in order to surf the trend started by
the movie release in theaters. As a result of the tight schedule, the games’
contents are often disappointing.1
However, interaction between a cluster and its external environment is
vital. This interaction may be achieved through various configurations, of
which we will consider three:
1) The multispot configuration: companies of the clusters establish
subsidiaries in other relevant markets, which will directly collect
information and opportunities. This subsidiary also can act as an
entrance gate for companies that would like to capture a new market.
Therefore, it is likely that other companies of the same sector adopt
the same strategy, gathering into a new cluster.
2) The gatekeeper configuration: agents appointed by one or more
companies to access and coordinate the flow of information between
local cluster and external environment. The gatekeeper has 2 main
functions:
a. Coordination of internal and external knowledge. Ex: In the
Italian packaging cluster of Bologna, a small group of companies
connects the external demand with the specialized smaller firms
of the local market. Indeed, thanks to their international
1

http://xbox360.ign.com/articles/113/1134851p2.html
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implementation, these firms will capture a large part of the
demand for packaging in Italy, and redirect the technically
specific orders to their local connections. In this case, the cluster
will be the gatekeepers for the Italian market.
b. Internal coordination and animation of the local cluster. Ex: In a
case in which the cluster is led by one or a few companies, the
gatekeeper will gather external knowledge and diffuse it among
the other firms of the co-location. However, we may question
the objectivity of private knowledge gatekeepers when
coordinating information. Indeed, leaders of clusters may be
tempted to act in their own interest in order to preserve their
leading position. Thus, independent gatekeepers appointed by
non-profit institutions may be preferable to ensure that the
resources are shared equitably.
Leading firms which adopt the gatekeeper configuration may expect
economic returns from the other firms of the cluster in that they
provide them with valuable information collected through the
implementation of a costly international network. If the cluster does
not feature a leader, local actors can decide to create a collective
gatekeeper.
3) Temporary proximity: Firms of the same sector agree to gather,
either in another firm’s location or in a neutral site, in order to meet
up and gain a better visibility of the industry.
The Alternative Offered by Temporary Clusters
The need for geographical proximity for innovators is rarely permanent and
good cooperation does not require durable co-location. Companies may find
long distance to be satisfying, as illustrated by Remedy Entertainment, a
Finnish developer which effectively collaborated with 3D Realms, an American
based producer, to release the very successful “Max Payne” in 2001.
Relations can emerge from former co-location, common education or
temporary encounters and are at the base of partnerships between firms. The
development of information technologies has largely contributed to help
these relations keep in touch, and facilitated knowledge exchanges between
firms in spite of the distance. In fact, nowadays most of the interfirm
exchanges are operated outside the clusters, and studies suggest that faceto-face interaction would only be necessary at certain stage of innovation
processes or production of goods (Torre, 2008). Consequently, there may be
alternatives to clusters, less constrained by time and space. Temporary
clusters enable partners to meet in a cost-efficient way. Since innovation
activities and knowledge production only require limited face-to-face
interactions (Torre, 2006), temporary clusters offer a positive alternative to
permanent geographical proximity.
Through temporary encounters, firms get access to information about
the technologies used by competitors that could not be disclosed on their
websites. This information is important for companies to stay in touch with
the new trends exploited by their worldwide competitors. Hence, the learning
process in a situation of geographical proximity is accomplished through
interactions between the different actors. At these occasions, competitors can
benchmark others’ products and learn through comparisons. Thanks to their
insights on the latest innovation, companies will be able to adapt their
strategy and protect themselves against creative destruction. The latest
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Nintendo console was unveiled at a press conference at the Electronic
Entertainment Expo 2011, although they declared they would not conceive a
new platform as long as the capacities of the Wii were not exhausted. The
announcement of the Wii U by the end of 2012 has thus surprised Nintendo’s
competitors, who are currently rushing to keep up the pace set by Mario’s
creators. Temporary clusters also provide plenty of occasions for first face-toface interactions, potentially resulting in a future partnership between the
interlocutors. For example, the E3 gathers the main actors of the worldwide
video game industry every year in Los Angeles. Throughout the event,
participants introduce their future products and try each others’ novelties. It
is also a great opportunity for graphic firms to present the latest engine that
may be used by the developers in their next games. Finally, temporary
proximity enables face-to-face opportunities with the existing partner,
consolidating the relation through topics that could not be discussed on the
phone or by emails. Consequently, if geographical proximity remains
essential for knowledge transfer, temporary proximity would be sufficient
because it occurs at the crucial stages of the communication process.

Conclusion
In summary, we have reviewed the hypotheses developed by Schumpeter on
innovation on the first part. These hypotheses have been applied to the video
game industry, bringing us to the conclusion that Schumpeter’s theories do
not suffice to explain innovation in video games. In the second part, we have
explored the marketing concepts of market pulls and technology pushes as
applied to the video game industry and concluded that the combination of
both was necessary to generate innovation. Finally, we have investigated the
notion of clusters, and suggested that temporary clusters are an acceptable
alternative to permanent geographical proximity, even though cultural
clusters remain a powerful way to promote the products and locations.
Geographical proximity has enabled the video game companies to
collect information on their competitors while promoting their production
around the worldwide markets. These insights have been used by
manufacturers to generate combinations of market pulls and technology
pushes, leading to innovation. The Schumpeterian approach reviewed
suggests that innovation is a major factor of transformation for the economy
and leads to its development. Consequently, the continuous innovations
undertaken by the video game industry have contributed to its growth and its
success.
However, the constant succession of changes provoked by the intense
competition has also accelerated the pace of innovation on the worldwide
market. Several observers have already forecast the end of video game
consoles after the next generation (Dukta, 2012; IGN, 2012). Innovations
initiated by the biggest competitors of the market have eventually led to their
downfall.
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Waterfront Labour Struggles:
A Comparison of the Patrick Dispute and the
Ports of Auckland Dispute
Ben Lawrie
Introduction
In March 2012 Ports of Auckland made 292 waterside workers redundant in
favour of contracting labour-hire companies. This was protested by the
Maritime Union of New Zealand, who gained an injunction against their
employer ceasing the dismissals in favour of a return to the bargaining table.
The purpose of this report is to examine the parties to the dispute, the
events leading up to and during the dispute and the outcomes. This will be
compared to a recent dispute that occurred in Australia, in which again the
employer made it’s unionised workforce redundant, but was directed by the
courts to resume bargaining and the workers were reinstated.
This report is of particular significance because the dispute in Auckland
has not yet been concluded and at initial glance closely resembles the dispute
in Australia in 1998.

The Unions

The Australian Union
The primary union in the Australian dispute was the Maritime Union of
Australia (MUA), a member of the Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU)
that covers almost two-million Australians (Australian Council of Trade
Unions, 2012). The MUA was formed in 1993 as an amalgamation of several
smaller unions, including the Waterside Workers Federation of Australia and
the Seamen’s Union of Australia (Morris, 2000). The MUA was known as a
strong, militant union that had previously been able to strong-arm and
influence both the industry and politics (McConville, 2000) due to it’s nationwide pre-entry closed shop agreements.
Today the Australian waterfront is still a pre-entry closed shop, and the
MUA has a membership of approximately 14,000 members (Maritime Union
of Australia, 2012). The Union also held strong ties with international unions;
namely other waterside unions such as the International Longshore and
Warehouse Union (ILWU), which represents over 40,000 workers on the West
Coast of the United States (International Longshore and Warehouse Union,
2012), and the International Transport Federation (ITF), a global network of
unions with a membership well over four-million (International Transport
Workers' Federation, 2012).
At the time of the dispute the MUA represented 4,500 waterside
workers due to government initiated waterfront reforms that removed 5,000
workers from the industry in 1992 (Trinca, 1998). The Union still retained a
‘closed shop’ agreement for waterside work, which it used to secure the high
wages and overtime rates that the stevedores enjoyed. The MUA was lead by
their national secretary Mr John Coombs, who was quoted saying the union
This assignment was for MANT406 Topic in Industrial Relations
Supervised by Prof Alan Geare
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would fight “every inch of the way” to retain overtime provisions, the overt
initial reason for the dispute (Trinca, 1998).
The New Zealand Union
The union covering the workers of the Ports of Auckland is the Maritime
Union of New Zealand (MUNZ), which was formed in 2002 through an
amalgamation of the New Zealand Waterfront Workers’ Union and the New
Zealand Seafarers’ Union. The MUNZ is a member of the New Zealand Council
of Trade Unions, which has a membership over 350,000 strong (New Zealand
Council of Trade Unions, 2012).
As with the Australian union, unionism on the New Zealand waterfront
has held traditionally militant roots. Waterfront unionism has had a huge
impact on all blue-collar unions in New Zealand, as seen from the 1951
Waterfront Dispute which included a 20,000 person march up Queen Street in
Auckland and a confrontation with the police on June 1st that was to be
remembered as ‘Bloody Friday’ (Scott, 1952). After the 1951 dispute the
unions were all de-registered and disbanded with some of the leaders being
blacklisted, never being allowed to work in the industry again. New local
unions were registered, with the smaller town ports gaining the majority of
their pre-dispute workforce back, while the ports of the major centres were
able to replace the previous workforce with new labour. Remarkably, it was
the unions made up of new watersiders that were the most militant after
1951, with Auckland being the first to threaten industrial action after the
dispute.
Currently the MUNZ has almost 2600 members covering the majority
of New Zealand ports, such as Auckland, Wellington, Lyttelton and Port
Chalmers, with Tauranga being the only port that does not have a strong
union presence due to their operating structure. At the time of the Auckland
dispute the union had more than 320 employees covered by their collective
agreement with Ports of Auckland (New Zealand Herald, 2011), which
reduced to just under 300 by the time the dispute went to facilitation (New
Zealand Herald, 2012b).
Comparison
The main points from the discussion of the two waterside unions are that
they are both traditionally militant unions with long histories of
confrontational industrial action. The unions have strong national and
international affiliations with other unions and particularly other waterside
unions such as the ILWU.
The main difference between the unions is that the MUA holds a ‘closed
shop’ agreement whereas the MUNZ has differing levels of coverage at
different ports, as a result of the waterfront industry reform and the shift to
individual employment agreements.
The National and International Unions
Both of the watersiders’ unions are affiliated to the four-and-a-half million
strong International Transport Workers’ Federation that covers the aviation,
waterside, seafarers and fisheries, and the road and rail industries. It is a
member of the International Trade Union Confederation that represents 175million workers (International Trade Union Confederation, 2012). The main
objective of the ITF is internationalisation, in the form of gaining assistance
for a local union from other unions around the globe such as the ILWU, what
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the ITF call “representation, information and practical solidarity”
(International Transport Workers' Federation, 2012). The ITF also has input
into other influential global organisations such as the International Labour
Organisation, and the International Maritime Organisation.
The national unions of both New Zealand and Australia both work in a
similar way to that of the ITF, but on a national scale. The ACTU and New
Zealand CTU both operate to gain support from other unions across their
respective countries, and work to gain media exposure from the perspective
of the union.

The Employers
The Australian Employers
The employer in the 1998 Australian dispute was a logistics and stevedoring
company called Patrick, which was one of the two largest stevedoring
companies in Australia at the time.
The Australian Government decided to privatise its waterfront assets in
1994, which was subsequently sold to the Lang Corporation (Patricks) after
two weeks of ownership by Jameson Equity (Morris, 2000). Patrick brought
with it a new style of management to the Australian waterfront “whose
business methods and track record were at odds with the traditional
stevedoring culture” (Morris, 2000, p. 113).
Patrick was actually a group of companies controlled by and part of the
Lang Corporation, including four different stevedoring companies that owned
various pieces of equipment and employed waterfront labour. In September
1997 the companies were restructured, so that one of the stevedoring
companies, Patrick Stevedores No 2, owned all of the plant and equipment,
and the other stevedoring companies controlled the labour. This enabled
Patrick to outsource labour to itself, “and in the process, stripped the
companies which employed stevedoring labour of assets” (Dabscheck, 1998,
p. 162). In the contract between the various labour supply companies and
Patrick Stevedores No 2 three clauses were particularly relevant in this
dispute as noted by Dabscheck (1998, pp. 162-163):
Clause 2.3(h) required labour hire companies to “ensure that the
performance of the Services are not interfered with or delayed or hindered
for any reason.” Clause 13.1(b) stated that “in the event of a breach of
clause 2.3(h)” the stevedoring company “may terminate this Agreement
immediately.” Finally under clause 13.3 “If an application is made to wind up
either party, voluntary or otherwise, or a receiver, receiver and manager,
liquidator, administrator or controller is appointed over any assets of either
party, this Agreement will terminate immediately.”
The company however did not inform its workforce or the union of
these changes as they were required to do, and the employees only found
out on 8th April 1998, the day they became unemployed.
The New Zealand Employers
The employer Ports of Auckland (POAL) is wholly owned by local government,
through a council managed holdings company Auckland Council Holdings.
Ports of Auckland, while being owned by the Auckland Council is generally
free to run itself as any private business would without council input due to
the intermediary of the holdings company, however the port as with all
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commercial ports in New Zealand, are at least majority owned by local
government which subjects them to specific laws such as the Local
Government Act 2002, Port Companies Act 1988 and the Local Government
(Auckland Council) Act 2009 (New Zealand Productivity Commission, 2012).
These acts may impose restrictions in terms of differing objectives that would
differ from the purely commercial objectives of private enterprise.
Ports of Auckland are the direct employer of the waterside workers, as
is the situation in four of the five major ports of New Zealand with the
exception of the Port of Tauranga. Tauranga employs a competitive
stevedoring model, which places differing stevedoring contracting companies
in direct competition with each other for shipping companies’ cargo handling
contracts enabling the port to act as a landlord. This model has allowed
Tauranga to take the lead in low-cost container movements in New Zealand
(Ministry of Transport, 2011).
In March 2012 POAL publicly announced it was pursuing the Tauranga
model of competitive stevedoring and made 292 MUA members redundant.
It is also relevant here to mention the shipping companies, who, while
not directly employing stevedoring labour (with the exception of Tauranga)
have held, and still hold, an exemption from competition laws, enabling price
and shipping rate fixing. This has forced the ports to become more
competitive for the shipping companies business, putting pressure on the
ports to reduce container rate prices and in turn reduce labour costs.
Comparison
There are a few key similarities between Patrick and Ports of Auckland, the
main one being the pursuit of contracted labour through labour-hire
companies to weaken the waterside unions and provide more labour
flexibility. For Patrick this was through their own companies, but with POAL it
was planned to use outside stevedoring firms, as is done at the Port of
Tauranga.
The major differences are seen in the ownership of the companies,
with Patrick being a private enterprise and POAL being wholly owned by local
government. This however did not have a great influence in the Auckland
dispute, with the Auckland Council keeping out of the dispute even after
requests to step in from within their ranks. The second major difference is in
the size of the companies, with Patrick having stevedoring operations across
Australia as opposed to POAL, which is based solely on the Auckland
waterfront.

The State
The Australian Government
When the Liberal-National Coalition government was elected in March 1996,
one of it’s major industrial relations policies was to reform the Australian
Waterfront (Dabscheck, 2000). The first step to enable waterfront reform was
to introduce the Workplace Relations Act 1996, which allowed for “individual
employment contracts and non-union labour on the waterfront” (Morris,
2000, p. 114). The Howard government “played an active role in encouraging
Patrick (and Australia’s other major stevedoring company P&O) to ‘take on’
the Maritime Union”, even going so far as to offer financial concessions and
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using members of the Armed services to be trained as strike breakers
(Dabscheck, 2000, pp.497-498).
During the dispute the police were used on a number of occasions to
break up marches and picket lines, on one occasion with a baton charge
(McConville, 2000), and to arrest picketers to reduce numbers, however this
was unsuccessful as new waves arrived immediately to replace the detained.
There were two reports issued by the productivity commission during the
dispute, which were criticizing the MUA and highlighting low levels of port
productivity (Dabscheck, 2000).
The New Zealand Government
Waterfront reform in New Zealand began in 1984 with the removal of
compulsory arbitration thanks to the Industrial Relations Act 1984 (Geare &
Edgar, 2007, p. 297) and culminated with the 1989 Waterfront Industry
Reform Act. This also coincided with the introduction of the Port Companies
Act 1988, which stated in s5 “the principle objective of every port company
shall be to operate as a successful business”, which meant that New
Zealand’s ports suddenly found themselves in competition with one-another
(Reveley, 1997, p. 373).
The National led government in January 2012 released the draft of the
International Freight Transport Services Report through the New Zealand
Productivity Commission. The report highlighted that the Tauranga model of
competitive stevedoring was the most efficient, that the current ownership
plan of the ports was problematic and that a more effective model would be a
50% shareholder model, and the main issue raised was the anti-competitive
behaviour of shipping companies. The report stated that the Commerce Act
1986 has specific exemptions for “all agreements between carriers
concerning international shipping, including price/capacity fixing agreements”
(New Zealand Productivity Commission, 2012, p. 66).
The report also contained a list of restrictive practices, which are
essentially all practices that waterfront unions have fought for around the
world, such as “limiting work hours, limiting shift length, and inflexible
scheduling of rostered days off” (New Zealand Productivity Commission,
2012, p. 78).
Comparison
The intervention of the state is the main difference between the two disputes,
with the waterfront reform being initiated by the government in Australia,
and the port company instigating change on the Auckland waterfront.
Although the New Zealand National Government did not play a large role in
the Auckland dispute, it did release reports (as did the Australian
government) during the dispute that were aligned with POAL’s views and
position, not a hard concept to understand with a business-oriented
government.

The Lead-Up
The Lead-Up in Australia
The Australian dispute can be traced right back to almost the acquisition of
the ports by Patrick in November 1994. In February 1995 a brief national
strike by the MUA against Patrick over redundancy issues showed the resolve
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of the company, which threatened to dismiss the entire workforce of 1400
before the problem was resolved in an industrial tribunal (Morris, 2000). The
next major event seemed to (at least to the MUA) indicate the end of
industrial problems, when Patrick signed a three-year enterprise bargaining
agreement (collective agreement) in early 1997. However later that year
events arose that would indicate that the waterfront unrest was not over, in
fact it was just beginning. The first sign occurred in September 1997 at the
Port of Cairns, where International Purveyors ended its contract to unload
and load supplies for the Freeport Mine with National Stevedoring Services,
and replaced the unionised workforce with non-union labour (Smith, 2010).
The union was unable to resort to traditional militant courses of action
to support its Cairns members, and instead turned to the ITF for assistance.
The ITF contacted the ship owner, who agreed not to dock until the union
labour was returned to the port as the ship owner was interested in
maintaining a good rapport with the ITF (the ship was covered by an ITF
agreement). The MUA members regained their positions, albeit with changes
to work arrangements (Smith, 2010).
The next indicator came in December 1997, when the Labor Party
became “aware of a covert plan where around 70 Australian residents,
including serving and ex-armed forces personnel, were to be trained in Dubai
as stevedores” (Smith, 2010, p. 560). When questioned the government and
Patrick denied awareness of the scheme, which was to return the Dubai
based stevedores to train others in order to create a non-union workforce, in
a move to break a publicly unforeseen future strike. Again the ITF took-toarms and met with the London Ambassador for the United Arab Emirates to
lobby for the visas of the trainees to be rescinded. The unions indicated that
an international boycott of the United Arab Emirates could take place, and
“while there was no comment made regarding the future of the trainees at
the meeting, the next day the visas were revoked and the trainees returned
to Australia soon afterwards” (Smith, 2010, p. 561).
The last sign before the storm came in January 1998, when there was
a lockout at the Webb Dock in Melbourne. The reason behind the lockout was
so that Webb Dock could be used to train non-union labour. The Webb Dock
was leased by Patrick to P&C Stevedores, a non-union company that was setup by the National Farmers’ Federation, one of the main lobby groups calling
for waterfront reform (Dabscheck, 2000; Smith, 2010). This move set the
scene for what was to come, a showdown between the MUA and Patrick.
The Lead-Up in New Zealand
The collective agreement between the MUNZ and Ports of Auckland that
covered 327 of 580 employees expired on the 30th September 2011.
Bargaining for a new collective agreement began in August, but by November
with no sign of agreement being reached even with the assistance of state
provided mediation, industrial action was the logical next step. The union
moved first, threatening two separate twenty-four hour strikes for early
December, due to the Employment Relations Act 2000 specifying 14 days
notice must be given for a strike or lockout in an ‘essential service’. The POAL
management immediately responded with a two-day lockout for the days in
between the proposed strikes, to which the union responded with notice of a
further two-day strike to begin a second round of industrial action.
The first round of strikes and lockouts began on December 1st and
lasted four days, to the cost of $1.6 million and disruption of between 6000
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and 7000 containers (BusinessDesk, 2011). The New Zealand Herald
reported this as a strike, although the strike was only two days, with an
employer-initiated lockout extending the disruption.
The second round of strikes were due to begin on Thursday 8th
December, with a two-day strike followed by a proposed two-day lockout,
however POAL withdrew its lockout notice on the 7th December citing the loss
of their Maersk shipping contract and stating that the MUNZ was showing “a
disappointing lack of urgency” to resolve the dispute (Hembry, 2011). The
union responded by delaying the strike a day in order to return to mediation.
The MUNZ president Garry Parsloe said that mediation did not end well, and
the planned strike for the 9th was to go ahead and also issued another strike
notice for the 23rd and 25th of December (Newstalk ZB, 2011).
The loss to POAL of their contract with Maersk was valued at $20
million, which the port has blamed squarely on the MUNZ. However Ports of
Auckland had also lost their contract in August 2011 with the worlds second
largest shipping company behind Maersk, the Mediterranean Shipping
Company (Adams, 2011). This move made Tauranga the shipping company’s
sole New Zealand stop.
The industrial action sparked an Auckland Council vote, which was split
12-9 in favour of supporting the Port management in the dispute, but the
media also highlighted that the council had previously forecast a dividend
payment for its shareholders including $18 million from ports of Auckland, to
which board member Christine Fletcher directly linked the council’s
instruction to POAL to produce the $18 million had placed the port
management in a financial crisis (Orsman, 2011).
After further mediation on the 15th December the MUNZ issued another
strike notice for 48 hours commencing on the 30th December. This was in
response to the port having sent a letter addressed to the families of the
striking employees which was described by Garry Parsloe as “threatening to
contract out their work if the dispute went on” (Dearnaley, 2011).
On the 4th January the port lost its contract with Fonterra valued at
$27-million annually to the ports of Tauranga and Napier. The union went on
strike again on the 9th of January, the same day that the port management
released that it was set on contracting out the stevedoring labour against
Mayor Len Brown’s aim of getting both parties to reach a collective
agreement (Orsman, 2012a).
The workers voted on the 31st January for a weeklong partial strike to
begin on the 15th February. A notice followed this for a full weeklong strike to
begin on the 24th February, which was extended to 14 days by ballot on the
16th February (Dearnaley, 2012c). The union walked out on 24th February as
planned, leaving POAL with another notice extending the strike to three
weeks.
Due to the industrial dispute Maersk was able to increase its profits,
placing an “Auckland strike surcharge” for any containers crossing the docks
at Auckland during the dispute (Dearnaley, 2012b).
Solidarity strikes were held in Tauranga, Wellington and Lyttelton as
union members refused to unload a ship that was loaded by non-union labour
in Auckland (Reid, 2012). However Judges Travis and Ford stated that New
Zealand legislation affirms that these strikes were illegal, as they did not
relate to bargaining, or a health and safety issue, and 14 days notice had not
been given therefore the workers were ordered to return to work (Port of
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Tauranga v Rail and Maritime Transport Union, Centreport Wellington v
MUNZ, Lyttelton Port Company v MUNZ).
The international support began to weigh in for the Auckland
watersiders, with ILWU vice-president Ray Familathe visiting to assist the
MUNZ members, and MUA leaders who had warned of “trouble across the
Tasman for ships unloading cargo in Auckland” also made the trip to provide
support (Dearnaley, 2012a).
The port management was the first to use the media to gain public
sympathy, by a Herald column that stated that the wharfies worked 26 hours
per week on a salary of $91,000, and because of the union the management
cannot make the port run efficiently, and strikes would put the whole port’s
viability in question (Grant, 2012). The union in a following column stated
that the actual salary for 40 hours is $56,000, and in order to earn $91,000 a
watersider would have to work 32 hours of overtime each week for the entire
year, and that the cargo rate for September was the best ever recorded, and
that the port was the “second most time-efficient in Australasia” (McCarten,
2012). The final decision to make 292 POAL workers redundant with sixweeks’ notice and replace them with contractors was made on the 7th March.
Comparison
The lead-ups to the disputes are quite different, as the triggers were quite
different, even if the employers’ reasons were similar. The Australian dispute
had no clear trigger, but instead had three indicators of Patrick’s intentions
leading up to the mass sackings, the replacing of union with non-union labour
in Cairns, the training of non-union labour in Dubai and the lockout at the
Webb dock in Melbourne. In New Zealand the trigger was the expiration of
the collective agreement at the end of September 2011. The first indication of
the port’s pursuit of contracting-out stevedoring operations was in the letter
sent by the port to the families of workers after the mediation of 15th
December.

The Dispute
The Dispute in Australia
Due to the restructuring of the Patrick companies, into essentially labour-hire
companies, and the clauses in the labour contracts outlined previously, all
that Patrick needed was a single disruption in order to terminate the
contracts and dissolve the essentially capital-less companies and make the
entire union redundant. This came as a result of the strikes initiated by the
MUA in retaliation for the lockout at Webb dock.
On Tuesday 7th April 1998, just before Easter, Patrick dismissed its
entire unionised workforce of 1400 workers across Australia (Dabscheck,
1998;Smith, 2010). The next day Peter Reith, then Minister for Workplace
Relations, stated that “the Government has acted decisively to fix the
waterfront once and for all” (Reith, 1998).
Almost immediately picket lines appeared across all major ports
around Australia. Trucks began to turn away from the Patrick terminals, and
in one instance two women in their seventies managed to prevent a train
from unloading by blockading the rail entrance to the Melbourne terminal
(McConville, 2000). The picket lines were attended by representatives from
other unions, members of the public, media crews, musicians, football
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players, university professors, sympathetic politicians, and on one occasion
the entire front bench of the Victorian State Labor Opposition joined the line
(McConville, 2000). Church ministers conducted Easter services and
children’s play areas were set up.
In an attempt to remove the protesters from the wharves, Patrick
sought injunctions against the MUA from the Supreme Courts of Victoria, New
South Wales and Western Australia. The MUA argued that because the
Federal Court was looking into the legality of the dismissals the proceedings
regarding the picket lines should be cross-vested, but regardless of the MUA’s
arguments the Supreme Court of Victoria ordered the pickets be lifted
(Dabscheck, 2000). Despite the court rulings the MUA continued to picket the
docks, wilfully putting itself in contempt of court (Dabscheck, 1998).
Local support was gained by the union resisting the urge to resort to
their militant roots, rather opting for peaceful gatherings and disciplined
contest including legal action, as opposed to rioting and violent confrontation
(Smith, 2010). Unionists were focussed on educating the community and
getting their side of the story told in order to gain public sympathy, which
was assisted by the image that Patrick gave anyone who went down to the
docks to see the balaclava wearing men patrolling with guard dogs behind
the fence.
The police who were being used to arrest unionists and picketers on
the wharves often found themselves outnumbered, with some members
actually threatening strike action, refusing to return to the docks without a
pay rise. At one point in Melbourne the police became surrounded and had to
be ‘rescued’ by union officials, having been “sandwiched between frontline of
the pickets and a mass of building workers” who had marched in solidarity for
the watersiders (McConville, 2000, p. 399).
The media campaign for the workers’ cause was administered by the
ITF and ACTU, who worked on both national and international levels. The
national campaign managed to raise a 100,000-person protest march in
Melbourne (Morris, 2000) through televised broadcast of picket lines and
newspapers, and other unions’ camaraderie. The international support from
the ITF and other unions included “industrial action, strategic support,
protests, funding and messages of solidarity” (Smith, 2010, p. 563). From
the day that the Patrick labour-hire companies went into voluntary
administration the ITF put to action, sending a bulletin to its member unions
to “urgently contact shipping lines and agencies and express their solidarity
with the MUA” (Smith, 2010, p. 563). In Papua New Guinea ships had 24hour bans placed on them for being loaded by non-union labour and the
president of the ILWU requested that all locals contact their shipping lines to
express their displeasure with the actions of Patrick. The most notable
incident of industrial action support was against the Columbus Canada, which
was loaded in Melbourne by non-union labour. The Columbus Canada was
due to dock and unload in Los Angeles, and “in a highly symbolic victory, this
ship eventually returned to Australia to be unloaded and re-loaded by MUA
members after their return to work” (Smith, 2010, p. 563).
Political lobbying was also an important part of the international
strategy, with protests taking place outside Australian embassies in Japan,
Korea, India and the Philippines (Smith, 2010). Smith (2010) also notes that
there were representations made to the Australian High Commission by the
New Zealand CTU.
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The Dispute in New Zealand
From the notice of redundancy for the 292 watersiders at Ports of Auckland
the MUNZ began legal proceedings against the port. The first proceedings
were for an interlocutory injunction against the dismissal of the watersiders,
which was heard in the Employment Court in Auckland by Judge Travis. After
the initial hearing Judge Travis instructed that POAL would “take no further
steps to advance or implement the proposal to make the plaintiff’s members
redundant”, would not dismiss the union members, would not allow anyone
to perform the work of the striking or locked-out employees, and would
instruct contractors to cease advertising, training or recruitment “until the
commencement of the hearing of the substantive case on 16 May” (MUNZ v
Ports of Auckland).
Across the Tasman, MUA members refused to unload the Maersk Brani,
which had been loaded in Auckland by non-union staff (New Zealand Herald,
2012a). The Mayor of Auckland offered to assist the parties to reach an
agreement on March 11th by providing mediation, which was welcomed by the
MUNZ but was rejected by port Chairman Richard Pearson said they were
“passed the point of no return” (Orsman, 2012b).
On the 22nd March an article in the New Zealand Herald drew attention
to a POAL manager who was linked to a new labour-hire company that was
registered on the 27th February and was recruiting non-union stevedores.
This news indicated that the dismissal of the union members was predetermined, and took place while POAL was supposedly at the negotiating
table with the MUNZ bargaining in statutorily required good faith.
Comparison
In both the Australian and Auckland disputes the employer made the
unionised workforce redundant, and the unions immediately moved to seek
assistance from the courts, which they gained. International support from the
ITF and other unions was helpful in bringing attention to the dispute,
especially in Australia. Also, in Australia the publicity campaign managed
assistance on picket lines from community leaders and celebrities. The picket
line in New Zealand was attended by a number of prominent Rugby League
players, although the community spirit was not as strong. The media played
an important role in both disputes, with notable differences in ‘facts’
depending on the reporter and their sources.

The Outcomes
Outcomes for Australia
From the initial dismissal of the 1400 MUA members to their full
reinstatement, the Australian waterfront dispute lasted less than one month.
The dispute was concluded by a decision by Justice North of the Australian
Federal Court on the 21st April 1998 (Dabscheck, 1998). Justice North
concluded that the evidence (including a briefing paper from a meeting with
Workplace Relations Minister Peter Reith) indicated that although the labourhire companies were insolvent allowing for the dismissal of the workforce, the
conduct leading up to the dismissal was such that dismissal would be the
likely outcome, which was in breach of the law (Dabscheck, 1998). Justice
North then ordered the reinstatement of the workers to their previous
position before the mass sacking of 7th April.
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Patrick then applied to have the matter appealed to the Full Court of
the Federal Court. The Full Court stayed the decision of Justice North pending
their decision, which was televised live on the 23rd April (Dabscheck, 1998).
The decision of the Full Court was that Justice North’s decision was free from
appealable error. Meanwhile serving and former Labor politicians appealed
against the decision of Justice Beach of the Victorian Supreme Court ordering
the lifting of the picket lines. Dabscheck (1998, p. 176) noted that “President
Winneke and Justices Brooking and Charles overturned Mr Justice Beach’s
‘against the world’ picketing order.”
Patrick finally moved to have the matter heard in the High Court. The
High Court delivered its decision on the 4th of May, a six-to-one majority in
favour of the MUA (Dabscheck, 1998). Bargaining between Patrick and the
MUA resumed, and six weeks later an agreement had been reached. The
agreement included removal of the ‘scab’ labour, the dissolution of the
labour-hire companies and reinstatement of the MUA members to the
stevedoring companies. Wages and benefits were reinstated back to the predismissal level and employment deemed continuous through the dispute and
paid in full. There were 600 MUA redundancies, with agreement to contract
out maintenance work although preference would be given to those made
redundant.
The costs of the dispute on top of the back paid wages and redundancy
payments have also been discussed by Dabscheck (1998, p. 179):
It is estimated that Lang Corporation’s market capitalisation fell
by $34 million following the 7th April sackings … Patrick incurred
trading losses of $56 million; paid $13 million in legal and
security fees; something less than $1 million to administrators;
the MUA’s legal bill of $1.8 million and 7.5 million to the ACCC
[Australian Competition and Consumer Commission].
In the
its pre-entry
legal system
against both
with dubious

end by accepting redundancies the union managed to hold onto
closed shop arrangement (Morris, 2000), and proved that the
and organised labour could still protect the rights of the worker
a large, strong employer and a government working in concert
intentions.

Outcomes for New Zealand
After the interlocutory decision of Judge Travis stopping POAL from
dismissing the workers until the substantive hearing, the union lifted the
strike notice, planning on going back to work but were met with an indefinite
lock-out notice. The union applied to have the lockout lifted by the
Employment Court, but before a decision was made POAL lifted its lockout
notice two days after returning to Judge Travis’ courtroom on the basis of
returning to the bargaining table and applying for state provided Facilitated
Bargaining.
The workers returned to the wharves on the 5th April while bargaining
resumed and Employment Relations Authority Member Robin Arthur accepted
the application for facilitation on 17 April, provided by Authority Member
Alistair Dumbleton (NZERA Auckland 134, 2012).
In May 2012 The National led government moved to change the
employment legislation, which since 2004 had required that once begun,
collective bargaining must be concluded unless there is a “genuine reason”
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(Employment Relations Act, 2000). The government also amended the
Employment Relations Act in May 2012 to include a provision that all unions
must hold a secret ballot before taking any strike action (Employment
Relations (Secret Ballot for Strikes) Amendment Act, 2012). The cabinetpassed changes have not yet all come into force, but they include a removal
of the duty to conclude collective bargaining (Wilkinson, 2012), which is what
Ports of Auckland required to pursue their plan of contracting-out labour.
Currently the parties are still undertaking facilitated bargaining.
Comparison
The outcomes of the court hearings both in Australia and New Zealand were
that the dismissals of the waterside workers were unjustified, both due to
pre-determination, although in New Zealand there was also the legislation
requiring conclusion of collective bargaining. Both the Australian and
Auckland dispute resulted in bargaining resuming with an agreement being
reached in Australia within six weeks, while both the MUNZ and Ports of
Auckland are currently still at the bargaining table. The Australian dispute
also lasted only one month, as opposed to the Auckland one that is on going
as the parties are still in facilitation.

Conclusions
From the discussion it is clear that the Patrick dispute and the Ports of
Auckland dispute have quite recognisable similarities. The unions were both
traditionally militant unions with strong ties to other international unions,
which played an important role in gaining support. Both unions also stepped
back from traditional industrial action and responded through the court
systems, which stopped the redundancies of their members. The employers
were both pursuing efficiencies through labour flexibility and removal of the
unions from the waterfront. The main difference that is initially visible in the
two disputes is the role of the government, who in Australia instigated the
dispute, but in New Zealand was seen rarely, and only through examination it
is found that the government was backing the port with the release of the
two reports during the dispute and of course the changing and potential
changes to the employment legislation in an attempt to weaken the power of
unions.
In both cases it showed that the legal system works, with a return to
bargaining being a definite ‘win’ for both labour organisations.
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Abstract
Sustained cluster growth requires ongoing heterogeneity to be injected into
clusters from external bodies such as universities. Innovative and leading
edge knowledge from universities contribute industry specific and business
management input in supporting clusters through university-industry
interactions. Academic engagements are academically oriented knowledge
transfer, which include joint research, contract research, consulting, and
other informal relationships; and form a higher proportion of universityindustry interactions than academic entrepreneurship, which refers to
exploitation of research findings primarily with profit motivation. While extant
literature
extensively
covers
commercialisation
through
academic
entrepreneurship, the aspect of commercialisation of academic engagements
is neglected. This paper discusses various aspects of university interactions
with industry, then narrows down to the elements vital for sustained growth
of clusters. Limitations and suggestions for future research are also provided.

Introduction
Clusters emerge and grow based on knowledge, skills, and capacity from
businesses,
supporting
industries,
governmental
bodies,
industry
associations, research institutes, and academic institutions (Porter, 1998).
Clusters grow when competing and complementary ideas from the various
cluster actors are synthesised, resulting in the implementation of initiatives.
One of the factors contributing to success is the heterogeneity of the
knowledge resources (Menzel & Fornahl, 2010) and universities play a key
role in providing innovative and leading edge knowledge to clusters
(Stoerring, 2005).
Universities are in a unique position of (a) already being in touch with
other universities and knowledge centres, and (b) filtering incoming
knowledge and creating new knowledge. This enables universities to play the
gatekeeper role of being a conduit for knowledge that is relevant for the
growth of clusters (Graf, 2011). There are various channels through which
university-industry collaboration takes place (Perkmann et al., in press).
Academic entrepreneurship includes spinoffs, patents, and licensing and is
primarily profit oriented; and academic engagement includes joint research,
contract research, and consulting, which are more academic in nature. Both
academic engagement and entrepreneurship involve commercialisation.
There are also publications and conferences which are purely academically
oriented.
When considering cluster growth, there are two aspects of knowledge
to be considered: domain specific knowledge that contributes to product and
process changes that lead to further growth, and management-related
knowledge that guides the steps needed to sustain the growth of the cluster.
This assignment was for MANT436 Advanced International Management 2
Supervised by Prof André Everett
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While the literature reviewed extensively covers transfer of domain specific
knowledge related to commercialisation, there was little coverage on
management knowledge which is academically oriented.
Heterogeneity is crucial at both the emerging and growth stages
(Menzel & Fornahl, 2010). Once clusters start to grow, with numbers of firms
and employees increasing, heterogeneity actually starts to decline. Lack of
awareness of this decline and exploitation of existing heterogeneity will bring
clusters to a point where they stagnate. Besides a decline in heterogeneity,
there can also be economic and market changes that contribute to
stagnation. Discovery of such weaknesses needs management-related
knowledge, which is part of academic engagements.
The next section discusses clusters, the cluster life cycle, the
significance of heterogeneity in cluster growth, and the role of gatekeepers;
section 3 describes knowledge creation and transfer; section 4 elaborates on
collaboration channels, barriers faced by academia, and universities’ role in
clusters’ initial and sustained growth; and section 5 provides conclusions,
limitations, and suggestions for future research. This paper focuses primarily
on the interactions between firms and universities within the same cluster.

Clusters
Clusters are made up of organisations and institutions located in the same
geographic location, and working on a specific industry (Porter, 1998). They
are also linked to other industries and entities that are relevant to the
industry, providing the infrastructural support, services, and other
components needed by the industry. In addition, there are customers and
channels, manufacturers of similar products, government bodies, industry
associations, research institutes, and educational institutions. Clusters play a
key role in helping create advanced factors of labour, design capabilities,
technologies and infrastructure that are crucial for sustained competitive
advantage. Geographical closeness contributes to the strength of the clusters
as the actors are from the local community, and there is a greater trust
relationship that enhances ease of information exchange.
Understanding cluster elements will help determine the circumstances
under which they exhibit growth and when they might stagnate and die.
Cluster Elements
A cluster occurs around a focal point where spatial and thematic boundaries
overlap, and consists of interconnected companies and institutions (Menzel &
Fornahl, 2010). Figure 1 shows companies and institutions that belong to the
same thematic field; those in the same location (within the same spatial
boundary); those that are in the cluster sharing both the same location and
thematic field; and those that are from different locations and industries.
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Source: Menzel & Fornahl, 2010, p. 214

Figure 1: Elements of Clusters
Referring to Figure 2, size of clusters A and B are the same, while cluster C
has twice as many companies. In terms of diversity, which refers to the
different knowledge within firms and institutions in a cluster, cluster C with
the largest number of companies has the largest diversity. Heterogeneity is
the technological distances between companies and institutions. Cluster A
covers wider technological areas and is more heterogeneous as compared to
cluster B. Cluster C, however has the same heterogeneity as cluster A
because of its size.

Source: Menzel & Fornahl, 2010, p. 214

Figure 2: Focused and Heterogeneous Clusters in a Technological
Space
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Besides the size, diversity, and heterogeneity, the absorptive capacity
is the factor that will decide if other cluster advantages are exploited.
Absorptive capacity is “the ability of a firm to recognize the value of new,
external information, assimilate it, and apply it to commercial ends”, and is
crucial for innovative activities (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990, p. 128).
The next part discusses changes that happen during the cluster life
cycle and their implications.
The Cluster Life Cycle
Clusters can be described in terms of quantitative and qualitative dimensions
(Menzel & Fornahl, 2010). The quantitative dimension refers to the cluster’s
economic development measured by the number of active companies and
employees. The qualitative dimension refers to the heterogeneity of the
competencies available in firms in the cluster.
Clusters go through the following stages of development: (a)
emergence with only a few small firms but growing in numbers, (b) growth
with increasing number of employees, (c) sustainment, when the cluster can
maintain its level of employment, and (d) declining stage when a cluster can
possibly decline and diminish (refer Figure 3). While the number of
employees explains the stages in quantitative terms, the qualitative
dimension can be described using heterogeneity of firms’ competencies that
are inherent in the cluster. During the emergence stage, there are only a few
firms and heterogeneity grows strongly as each of the firms focuses on
different technological areas. The number of employees in the cluster
increase during the growth stage. As the cluster matures, heterogeneity
decreases. While the quantitative measures are increasing, the qualitative
measure is decreasing. Not recognising the decreasing heterogeneity early
enough can lead to the decline of the cluster as heterogeneity of knowledge
within the cluster is a key factor to the sustained growth of clusters.

Source: Menzel & Fornahl, 2010, p. 218

Figure 3: Quantitative and Qualitative Dimensions of the Cluster Life
Cycle
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At the minimum, clusters need to maintain a certain amount of
heterogeneity to be able to adapt and move back to the growth path.
Heterogeneity change may also be of a radical nature as in the case of the
accordion cluster of Marche that renewed itself by moving from a traditional
style of manufacturing to a technologically intensive one (Tappi, 2005). Even
more drastic will be transformation involving moving into new areas as in the
case of the shift of Ruhr Area to environmental technologies due to the
declining coal and steel complex (Grabher, 1993).
While firms are actively engaged in the process of running their
businesses, it is necessary that at a cluster level, there is an awareness of
economic and market changes as well as the cluster heterogeneity that can
potentially affect the cluster growth.
Creative Destruction and Gatekeepers
Clusters need to be aware of changes to be able to proactively respond in a
timely manner to sustain growth. Adaptive response is based on traditional
thinking and past experiences, while creative response is when the response
is outside existing practice (Schumpeter, 1947) and enables renewal and
transformation. Creative response is about innovating, doing new things or
doing differently what has been done in the past. Such activities need
gatekeepers.
Allen (1977) originally used the term ‘technology gatekeepers’ to
describe research and development professionals who acquired external
knowledge and introduced it to internal workers. Gould and Fernandez (1989)
described gatekeepers as playing a brokering role between two groups of
people. In clusters, gatekeepers interface between people within and outside
clusters (Graf, 2011). They serve two purposes: sourcing knowledge external
to the clusters and diffusing the acquired knowledge within the clusters
(Giuliani, 2005). Gatekeepers have been used to describe both individuals
and firms in the referenced literature.
Universities are in a position to play the gatekeeper role, being able to
contribute significantly to cluster growth given their unique position that
allows knowledge acquisition from other knowledge centres, knowledge
synthesis, and creation of new knowledge.

Knowledge Creation and Transfer
It is important to understand how knowledge is created and processed within
and between organisations to be able to appreciate how to effectively
transfer knowledge (Nonaka, 1994). Organisations have long been seen as
‘processing’ information or ‘solving’ problems based on the information they
get, without due consideration of what these actions create. Innovation is a
process that creates and develops new knowledge that provides input to
solving problems and developing new products. This new knowledge is then
used by others within an organisation or other organisations in turn to create
related information and knowledge.
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Knowledge Creation
Information is a necessary medium for initiating and formalising knowledge.
There are two dimensions of knowledge creation, tacit and explicit (Nonaka,
1994). It is a continual dialogue between tacit and explicit knowledge that
results in new ideas and concepts. Ideas are generated by individuals, but it
is interaction between individuals that further develop these ideas. Tacit
knowledge is best described in Polanyi’s (1966, p. 4) words, “we can know
more than we can tell”. A person’s face can be recognised, but it is difficult to
explain how it is recognised. Knowledge that can be described in words
reflects only a small portion of knowledge. Polanyi describes explicit
knowledge as codified knowledge referring to knowledge that can be
transmitted in a systematic and formal language, but says that tacit
knowledge is difficult to be formalised and transmitted as it is requires action,
involvement and commitment within a given context to be meaningful
(Polanyi, 1998). The evolving of the two forms of knowledge is discussed in
this section.
Knowledge conversion can be defined in four different modes: (a) from
tacit to tacit, (b) from explicit to explicit, (c) from tacit to explicit, and (d)
from explicit to tacit (refer Figure 4) (Nonaka, 1994).

Source: Nonaka, 1994, p. 19

Figure 4: Modes of Knowledge Creation
Tacit to tacit knowledge is done through interaction of individuals and
is termed socialisation. Shared experiences form the basis for socialisation,
and on-the-job training is an example of socialisation. When explicit
knowledge belonging to individuals is combined through sorting, adding, and
recontextualising, it is referred to as combination. Externalisation happens
when tacit knowledge is converted to explicit knowledge, and internalisation
happens when explicit knowledge is converted into tacit knowledge.
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While knowledge can be created independently within each of the four
modes of knowledge conversion, central to the concept of knowledge creation
is the developing of tacit and explicit knowledge through socialisation and
combination; and more important is the interchange between tacit and
explicit knowledge through externalisation and internalisation. Pure
combination will merely be superficial interpretation of knowledge that
already exists without considering reality. Knowledge created through pure
socialisation will be difficult to share, and will therefore be limited in its
application.
Spiral of Organisational Knowledge Creation
Organisational knowledge creation happens when all four modes of
knowledge creation are engaged. The socialisation mode is triggered when a
team is formed, facilitating sharing of experiences and perspectives.
Successive rounds of meaningful dialogue triggers the externalisation mode.
Concepts emerging from the team then bring together existing knowledge
enabling combination. Internalisation happens as the team goes through the
combined knowledge and experimentation. Tacit knowledge that is held by
individuals goes through a spiral as the knowledge is shared with others, and
goes through the different modes of knowledge creation. The spiral
interactions become faster and larger in scale as more people become
involved. Knowledge creation in an organisation can be depicted as an
upward spiral moving from the individual level to the group, organisation,
and further to the inter-organisational level (refer Figure 5).

Source: Nonaka, 1994, p. 20

Figure 5: Spiral of Organizational Knowledge Creation
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Knowledge transfer can be done by employing both tacit and explicit
knowledge concepts through different channels.
Knowledge Transfer
There are a number of different channels of interactions between academic
institutions and industry that are used for knowledge transfer (Hermans &
Castiaux, 2007). There are the traditional channels such as publications and
conference proceedings which transfer codified knowledge from academic
institutions to industry in a one-way direction to unidentified targets (refer
Figure 6). Targeted knowledge transfer is a two-way process between
academic institutions and industry as in the case of joint or contract research
projects, and consulting. Targeted transfer has the advantage of feedback
from the recipients, which helps build on existing research. The tools,
approaches, and channels are different for targeted and untargeted
approaches.

Source: Hermans & Castiaux, 2007, p. 44 (modified)

Figure 6: University-Industry Knowledge Transfer
Different modes of knowledge transfer are used in university-industry
collaborations depending on motivations of universities and industry.

University-Industry Collaboration
Universities and industry have different motivations to collaborate.
Universities are able to supplement funds for their own research through
collaboration with firms to improve quality, solve technical and design
problems, develop new processes and products, improve product quality,
conduct research, and other activities (Madgett, Belanger, & Mount, 2005).
Collaboration with industry also provides opportunities for universities to
build their entrepreneurial role; get business opportunities; have access to
equipment and data; and also get opportunities for student internship and
job placement. Firms collaborate with universities when they do not have the
required expertise, want to have access to academia’s research, and are also
known to engage academics to conduct fundamental research to assist with
the firms’ research and development agenda.
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Interactions with industry provide learning opportunities for
universities through new knowledge and insights on industry; feedback from
industry; information about problems faced by industry; application
possibilities of research; and becoming part of the industry network (D'Este &
Perkmann, 2011).
While university-industry interactions are not a new phenomenon,
universities expanding role has resulted in a greater focus on the
entrepreneurial aspect.
Universities’ Role
Universities have historically been known to be a support structure for
providing qualified graduates; and knowledge and research outcomes to
industry through academic publications and conferences (Etzkowitz, 2003).
This has changed over time with universities taking on a more
entrepreneurial role, often based on innovation from academic research.
From being statist institutions whose primary role was to educate students
and prepare them to enter industry, universities progressed to a laissez-faire
model to combine research with their teaching roles (refer Figure 7). This
was followed by a second academic revolution with universities integrating
economic and social development with their educating and research roles.

Source: Etzkowitz, 2003, p. 302

Figure 7: From Statist and Laissez-faire to Triple Helix
In the triple helix model, industry is the “locus of production”; state is
the "source of contractual relations that guarantee stable interactions and
exchange"; and academia is the "source of new knowledge and technology"
(Etzkowitz, 2003, p. 295). In this model, the university has been elevated to
an equivalent status of industry and government, indicating a change in the
relationship among university, industry and government and also in the areas
of overlap. Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development or
OECD (2003) stated that “The continued success of business depends on
making creative and effective use of science and technology. Universities will
be key players in determining this future success” (p. 9).
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Universities play an important role of absorbing and accumulating
knowledge and generating new knowledge through their own research and
use a number of interaction channels through which they diffuse this into
industry (Fritsch & Schwirten, 1999). This knowledge transfer can be through
codified information such as publications, and scientific reports; and also
through spinoffs, patenting and licensing. Other channels that require the
interaction of academia with industry are joint research, contract research,
consulting, testing, training, and also information exchange. When
universities and industry are within the same cluster, the geographical
proximity makes it more conducive for knowledge spillovers between them.
The role of universities has expanded from the traditional teaching and
research aspects to include the direct contribution they can make to industry
through different collaboration channels.
Collaboration Channels of University-Industry Collaborations
Academic engagements can be defined as inter-organisational collaborative
interactions, involving face-to-face interactions (Cohen, Nelson, & Walsh,
2002); and university linkages with external organisations (Schartinger,
Rammer, Fischer, & Fröhlich, 2002). Academic engagements are different
from academic entrepreneurship in that they are based on traditional
academic research activities in universities and academics pursue them for a
fee or for non-financial benefits such as funding or access to resources,
equipment, data, and ideas in pursuit of their research agendas (D'Este &
Perkmann, 2011; Perkmann et al., in press; Perkmann & Walsh, 2009).
Academic entrepreneurship includes spinoffs, which intent to commercially
exploit patented inventions or unpatented expertise (Shane, 2004); and
licensing out patented or protected invention for royalty payments (Jensen &
Thursby, 2001). Often academic entrepreneurship is a result of academic
engagements, during which academics may get insights into opportunities to
develop or co-develop inventions (Perkmann et al., in press).
Academic entrepreneurship through channels such as spinoffs,
patenting, and licensing has received attention from academic literature.
Academic engagements such as contract research, joint research, and
consulting form a greater proportion of university-industry interactions as
compared to academic entrepreneurship, but there has been little study done
on it.
While universities have much to contribute to industry growth, there
are barriers faced by academics in participating in university-industry
collaborations.
Barriers Faced by Academics in University-Industry Collaborations
Barriers faced by academics can be categorised as orientation barriers or
transaction barriers (Tartari, Salter, & D'Este, 2012). Orientation barriers are
the result of the academics’ own outlook towards the entrepreneurial mission
of universities in addition to the traditional teaching and research; and the
top-down implementation of the entrepreneurial mission by universities that
over-emphasize commercial aspects. Transaction barriers are related to the
transactional costs that are incurred in complying with the rules and
regulations of universities, and conflicts arising in university-industry
collaborations. Barriers faced by academics in collaborating with industry can
be reduced to a certain degree depending on academics’ personal working
experience; their collaborative interactions with clusters in their academic
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roles; and the level of trust between academics and industry members based
on previous interactions (D'Este & Perkmann, 2011). Previous collaboration
experience by participants from both universities and firms has shown to
improve interactions between the two parties (Tartari et al., 2012).
University participants who have previous industry experience also make a
difference, as they understand what motivates businesses, and are able to
draw up objectives that suit both industry and academics.
Academics are motivated in collaborating with industry for furthering
their personal research agenda than in entrepreneurial activities (D'Este &
Perkmann, 2011). There is fear that the traditional values of education and
research will be negatively impacted by introducing entrepreneurial and
profit-oriented activities, threatening the integrity of the roles played by
universities. The top-down implementation of the triple helix model is also
seen as having an emphasis on hard research related to science and
technology related research disciplines, which get more generous funding and
recognition, resulting in a greater preference for industry collaboration by
science and technology disciplines (Philpott, Dooley, O'Reilly, & Lupton,
2011).
Despite barriers faced by academics, universities’ collaborative
interactions with industry still contribute significantly in the continued growth
of clusters.
Universities’ Role in Cluster Growth
There are different areas in which universities contribute to cluster growth.
Universities with strong technical competencies have often been the starting
point for cluster initiatives such as the high-tech cluster in Cambridge
(Stoerring, 2005); Stanford University, which was started by business leaders
and was behind the Silicon Valley development; Bergen University in Norway,
whose courses in underwater technology supports Bergen’s position as a
leader in subsea technology; and University of Adelaide’s courses in
viticulture, oenology, and wine business that support South Australia’s
Barossa Valley (Ffowcs-Williams, 2012).
One-way explicit knowledge transfer through patents, licensing,
publications, and conferences are untargeted knowledge that require industry
to internalise before it can be applied within firms, which may not have the
skills, resources, and time for internalisation activities. On the other hand,
firms produce tacit knowledge based on their business operations and
exposure to the marketplace. Bi-directional interactions between universities
and industry enable a ‘spiral of knowledge creation’ using the tacit and
explicit knowledge, and benefiting both universities, firms and the cluster.
This can be achieved through bidirectional university-industry interactions
such as consulting, joint research, and contract research, which allow for
targeted knowledge transfer.
The proximity of universities and firms within the same cluster allows
face-to-face meetings, and networking, fostering better coordination and
trust in the process (Porter, 1998). There are advantages from knowledge
transfer through bi-directional interactions between clusters and universities
that provide opportunities for cluster members to interact (Hermans &
Castiaux, 2007). It enables formalisation of collaborative interactions with
shared objectives and responsibilities that are clearly articulated ensuring the
success of the interactions (Barnes, Pashby, & Gibbons, 2002). Furthermore,
direct personal interactions among collaboration participants help develop
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social capital in the form of trust, and joint research culture (Schartinger et
al., 2002).
Universities in their research role are able to accumulate knowledge
from outside the cluster and be the gatekeepers who filter and diffuse
relevant knowledge into the cluster. Gatekeepers are known to inject extracluster knowledge into clusters to enable them to continue to adapt, renew,
transform clusters, and continue on their success path (Gould & Fernandez,
1989; Graf, 2011). Universities can actively play a gatekeeper role,
communicating knowledge into clusters (Stoerring, 2005), as universities are
in a unique position to acquire knowledge from foreign universities and
knowledge centres, synthesise the knowledge, and diffuse it into the clusters
(Ffowcs-Williams, 2012).
Firms in a cluster, being profit-oriented, will typically be looking at
knowledge from a short-term perspective, and at factors like revenue growth,
and growth in employee numbers. It is then left to academics to bring in
considerations to factors such as heterogeneity that goes unnoticed as firms
are showing growth at the same time. Academics also play a crucial role in
looking ahead for technological, economic, and social changes that impact
clusters. This may require collaborations from different disciplines in
universities depending on the needs of the cluster.
From a practical perspective, collaborations between universities and
clusters will face challenges due to the differences in orientation of
universities and firms in clusters. Firstly, firms are short-term and profitoriented, while universities are long-term and research-oriented (Tartari et
al., 2012). Second are transaction barriers that are due to the rules and
regulations by the university regarding such collaborations. Third is whether
the approach taken by universities in implementing the triple helix model is
overly commercially oriented, and finally is the reward systems practised by
universities (Philpott et al., 2011).
Commercialisation within academic entrepreneurship is typically seen
as having impact as it produces measurable outputs of academic research
(Markman, Siegel, & Wright, 2008). Although there is literature available on
academic engagements, the context of commercialisation of these areas has
been neglected.
While academic entrepreneurship contributes to the growth of clusters
from a domain perspective, sustained growth requires academic
engagements to analyse the health of the cluster from a long-term
perspective. Besides analysing changes in the economy, market, and
environment, it will be crucial to review the heterogeneity of the cluster to
plan for renewal or transformation activities.

Conclusion

Clusters are organisations and institutions within the same geographical
location focusing on the same industry (Porter, 1990). As cluster actors work
together in pooling their competencies, their combined heterogeneity is
exploited, resulting in the growth of the firms in the cluster (Menzel &
Fornahl, 2010). However, heterogeneity reduces as competencies become
more common within the cluster, yet there is a need for heterogeneity to
grow, as without it the cluster can stagnate and die. Merely adapting to
changes may not be sufficient for sustained growth; it requires renewal and
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sometimes transformation. Injection of knowledge from outside the cluster is
needed, and universities are well suited to play the gatekeeper role for the
cluster in bringing in relevant knowledge for both the initial and sustained
growth of the cluster.
One-way knowledge transfer through interactions such as publications
and conferences is not as effective as it requires internalisation of explicit
knowledge from universities. Bi-directional knowledge transfer allows the
exploitation of tacit knowledge from industry and explicit knowledge from
universities, benefiting both industry and universities. Collaborative
interaction between universities and clusters is seen as an effective way of
creating and transferring both explicit and tacit knowledge, as it involves
face-to-face interaction between university and cluster participants (Hermans
& Castiaux, 2007).
However, academics face barriers in collaborations with industry due to
academics’ outlook towards commercialisation; the short-term profit oriented
motivation of industry versus long-term academic orientation of academics;
the top-down implementation of the triple helix by universities with greater
emphasis on commercialisation; and universities’ reward systems. While
academics’ previous industry experience and/or collaborative experience are
able to reduce barriers (Tartari et al., 2012), improvements on the
implementation of the triple helix model and changes to universities’ rewards
systems are also seen as areas that can contribute to lowering the barriers
(Philpott et al., 2011).
Academic engagements include analysis of the business environment
and available technology and innovations that can be used to initiate new
businesses or sustain the growth of existing businesses. Among the factors
for analysis is heterogeneity, which will be more difficult for firms to
recognise as heterogeneity declines while the business grows. It is in this
context that an external organisation such as a university can apply
knowledge about the cluster life cycle and provide advice on how firms can
sustain growth.
Limitations
The literature provides little guidance on the breakdown of the varying
channels of interaction between universities and clusters. Although a larger
proportion of academics are involved in academic engagements as compared
to academic entrepreneurship (Perkmann et al., in press), the literature
available on academic engagements has neglected the context of
commercialisation of academic engagements (Markman et al., 2008).
Literature specific to clusters explains the need for collaboration
between universities and clusters, but focuses more on patents, spin-offs,
and licensing (Madgett et al., 2005; Stoerring, 2005). Tiffin and Kunc (2011)
state that universities are well positioned to develop social capital using
networking to catalyse clusters, but do not cover specifics on universityindustry collaborations that proactively review the stages of the cluster’s life
cycle and plan for future collaborations based on the findings, including
cluster heterogeneity.
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Future Research
The purposes and outcomes of academic engagements, as part of universityindustry collaboration, should be investigated, highlighting those that focus
on heterogeneity-related studies. Using a mixed-method approach with both
qualitative and quantitative methods will produce statistical information
providing more detailed breakdown; and descriptive information expanding
understanding and knowledge of academic engagements. By including a wide
range of disciplines, management-related and domain-related engagements
can be captured, providing greater insight into cross-discipline participation in
academic engagements. The outcome of the research would provide useful
input for policy decisions on the implementation of the triple helix model and
reward systems for academics. For academics engaging with industry, the
resulting descriptive information could indirectly provide valuable experiential
learning to steer future engagements. This would complement current
literature, which has not focused on the details of academic engagements.
Research focusing on academic engagements between clusters and
universities will contribute to the sustained growth of clusters, as future
challenges to cluster growth can be anticipated, and proactive actions can be
planned to overcome or contain these issues. Longitudinal studies will
highlight the progress of these channels and lessons learnt from experience.
Such research will broaden the literature available for cluster growth resulting
from collaboration with academia. Practitioners would in turn benefit from an
increased appreciation of the value of academic engagements in planning for
the evolution of their cluster through its life cycle.
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The Role of Human Resource Management in
Small and Medium Sized Enterprises in New
Zealand
Amy O’Sullivan
The focus of the study was to explore the role of Human Resource
Management (HRM) in Small to Medium Enterprises (SMEs) in New Zealand.
This study seeks to understand what Human Resource (HR) activities SMEs
engage with and what challenges they face with their HR activities. The two
owner-managers that were interviewed was Rob Baker of Crusty Corner and
Crusty Central1 and Logan Beck of Filadelfio’s Restaurant and Bar2 in
Dunedin.
Some of the issues facing SMEs are how to attract, motivate and retain
good employees (Singh & Vohra, 2009). However, there are no obvious
challenges regarding attracting, motivating and retaining customers for Rob
and Logan. It was incredible to see how similar these two SMEs were in
relation to their HR practices and how informal they were. The main areas
that are going to be discussed are how the informality of these two small
businesses flow over into attracting, motivating and retaining employees, and
how the ‘small is beautiful’ scenario helps contribute to the success and/or
challenges of the SMEs. Therefore, business strategy, recruitment and
selection and performance appraisals will be discussed in relation to
informality and how the ‘small is beautiful’ scenario contributes to Rob and
Logan’s success and reputation in the Dunedin community. However, the
most important aspect of both small businesses is the low turnover of
employees that is commended by the informality and close and harmonious
relationships within the two small businesses.
For the purpose of this paper SMEs in New Zealand are defined as
those with less than 19 employees, accounting for 40 per cent of the
economy’s total output on a value-added basis, and 32 per cent of all
employees (Ministry of Economic Development, 2011). In terms of the New
Zealand economy, SMEs are therefore a vital part of the economy. Also, with
regard to this paper HRM will also be defined as a strategic, integrated and
coherent approach to the employment, development and well-being of the
people working in the organisation (Armstrong, 1992, 2009). It includes all
1

Rob Baker established Crusty Corner in 1987 when he saw a need in the community
for a decent bakery. It wasn’t until 1996 that Rob made Crusty Corner into a café by
adding seats, tables and a coffee machine. In the last year Rob expanded the Crusty
brand into another café in Dunedin called Crusty Central. Rob currently employs
approximately 15-20 employees with three full time employees at Crusty Corner and
one full time employee at Crusty Central leaving the remainder of employees part
time.
2
Logan and Jo Beck purchased the very successful restaurant in 1998 and expanded
the business into a franchise with branches in Dunedin, Oamaru and Christchurch.
Logan and Jo now own and operates one of the Filadelfio’s Restaurant and Bar in
Dunedin. Logan and Jo currently employ 16 employees with seven full time and nine
part time employees.
This assignment was for MANT417 Human Resource Development
Supervised by Assoc. Prof. Graham Elkin
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the strategies, policies, plans, processes and practices organisations use to
attract and engage, manage, develop and reward the people who work for
them and to encourage, maintain and improve the contributions those people
make to organisational performance in the short and long term (Rudman,
1999, 2010). It also involves all management decisions and actions that
affect the nature of the relationship between the organisation and its
employees (Armstrong, 1992, 2009; Beer, Spector, Lawrence, Quinn Mills &
Walton 1984; Boxall & Purcell, 2003; de Kok & Uhlaner, 2001; Lockett, 1992;
Rudman, 1999, 2010; Walters, 1995).

Informality in SMEs
Small businesses are generally informal rather than bureaucratic (Collings &
Wood, 2009; de Kok & Uhlaner, 2001; Saridakis, Torres & Johnstone, 2012;
Wilkinson, 1999; Marlow & Patton, 1993) and rarely consider formalising
their working practices, flexible manner and rely on an emergent approach
with an absence of structured or professional HRM (de Kok & Uhlaner, 2001;
Marlow, 2005). This assumption was very apparent throughout the interviews
with Rob and Logan. It has been suggested that small firm owner-managers
face particular management challenges in building up an effective
management team and workforce (Marlow & Patton, 1993), but through the
informality and flexibility of the HR practices, Rob and Logan have been able
to reduce any on-going management challenges.
The informality and flexibility of both Crusty’s and Filadelfio’s might be
because of the lack of resources that play a large part in the day-to-day
running of firms or the need for small businesses to respond fast to market
condition (Collings and Wood, 2009). Even though these two small
businesses might have a lack of resources, Rob and Logan are now more
concerned with running their businesses the way they want and not worry
about other businesses. Rob and Logan have been operating and managing
their businesses for 25 years and 14 years respectively allowing them to
develop and adapt their processes and procedures to work how they want
them. This has allowed for Rob and Logan to be able to build effective
management practices and teams that allow for flexibility and to operate
their business practices how they believe is best for their business. It could
also be due to Rob and Logan’s aspirations and tactics in the formative years
of their businesses that have shaped the business culture and that employees
are in direct contact with Rob and Logan and are known to them personally.

‘Small is Beautiful’ Scenario
The second aspect that was apparent throughout the interviews was the
‘small is beautiful’ scenario that came through the HR practices for both SMEs
because of the informal HR practices. The ‘small is beautiful’ scenario is
where small firms facilitate close and harmonious working relationships
(Saridakis, et al., 2012; Wilkinson, 1999) and provide a better environment
than perhaps larger firms. In turn, this suggests that small firms demonstrate
good people management with better communication while there is also great
flexibility and low levels of conflict (Wilkinson, 1999).
It is also in the formative years of these two businesses that have
allowed Rob and Logan to shape their business culture and create aspects of
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the ‘small is beautiful’ scenario. The ‘small is beautiful’ scenario is present
throughout Crusty Corner, Crusty Central and Filadelfio’s day-to-day business
practices including their HR practices. This is apparent through their business
strategies, recruitment and selection, performance management but also
through the success of their low turnover of employees, which is incredible
for SMEs, especially in the hospitality sector. However, these HR practices will
be discussed in more depth in relation to informality and the ‘small is
beautiful’ scenario in both SMEs in section 3 (Human Resource Practices). The
informality of the HR practices helps develop a sense of close and harmonious
working relationships, which has been established in the small team
environment at both Crusty’s and Filadelfio’s. In larger firms, it can be hard
to get a sense of closeness and sense of close and harmonious working
relationships as many do not work in small groups where this can be
achieved.
Another aspect of the ‘small is beautiful’ scenario that contributes to
the close and harmonious working relationships is a sense of a ‘family’
atmosphere. This helps contribute to the positive picture that encourages
varied work and opportunities for employees to feel closer to the objectives
and direction of the firm (Ofori & Aryeetey, 2011; Saridakis et al., 2012;
Wilkinson, 1999). With regard to larger firms, there isn’t usually the
opportunity for employees to develop a sense of ‘family’ and feel close to the
objectives and direction of the firm. However, in SME’s such as the Crusty’s
and Filadelfio’s, working in small work groups and close to the ownermanagers allows for the sense of belonging to the business and what they
are doing impacts directly on the business. Rob and Logan have successfully
established high levels of job security, varied work roles, and greater
opportunities for face-to-face relations in a flexible social setting with less
bureaucracy than is seen in larger firms (Curran, cited by Wilkinson, 1999). It
could be suggested that Rob and Logan have been able to develop a culture
among their employees that has been achieved through the informality of the
HR practices that are conducted by Rob and Logan.

Human Resource Practices in SMEs
HRM has, until recently, has been seen as inappropriate for smaller firms,
while the majority of SMEs are family-owned which play an important
economic and societal role in New Zealand (Ministry of Economic
Development, 2011) and owner-managers play an important role in
managing HR in SMEs (Koch & de Kok, 1999). Throughout the literature it
has been suggested that employees that work for small firms are less likely
to have access to the structured provisions of HR practices than their large
firm counterparts (Cassell, Nadin, Gray, & Clegg, 2002). Also, literature has
suggests that there seems to be a particular burden on the owner-manager
to construct an effective integrated management team from limited resources
of knowledge, money and no established reputation for the firm in the market
place (Marlow & Patton, 1993). Through the interviews with Rob and Logan,
it has been suggested that the informality of unstructured provisions of HR
practices allow for flexibility, success and a sense of good people
management and good communication with employees.
The informality of unstructured provisions of Rob and Logan’s HR
practices will be discussed with regard to strategy, recruitment and selection,
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performance management and the low turnover of employees at Crusty
Corner, Crusty Central and Filadelfio’s Restaurant and Bar. This will help to
understand how the informality of their HR practices and the ‘small is
beautiful’ scenario contributes to success and reputation of these two SMEs
and whether there are any challenges because of it.
Business Strategy
One of the reoccurring themes that was apparent when interviewing Rob and
Logan was that they were not overly aware that what they were doing was
part of a business strategy or linked to HR practices. Both Rob and Logan do
not look at other businesses for guidance and Logan says, “What we are
doing now is working so that’s how we are going to continue doing things
around here.” This was a major theme that came out of both interviews and
what Rob and Logan are doing now works for them and believe there is no
need for change. What Rob and Logan have set up in the last 25 years and
14 years has worked for both SMEs. This sort of approach to small businesses
helps understand the level of informality among both businesses regarding
their HR practices. This might be due to smaller firms not only have informal
HR practices but also a lack of strategic integration (Duberley & Walley,
1995; Hill & Stewart, 1999) but it has been suggested that strategy of small
firms are said to be ‘crafted’ rather than ‘designed’ (Mintzberg & Walters,
1987; Wilkinson, 1999). This is especially apparent at both Crusty’s and
Filadelfio’s.
With regard to both Crusty’s and Filadelfio’s the business strategies are
suggested to be ‘crafted’ rather than ‘designed’ to what suits the ownermanagers but also crafted to continue doing what works for their businesses.
The main emphasis for both SMEs that were interviewed was value for
money, customer service, good experience for customers and fresh food. At
Crusty’s all food is made on site and Rob really prides the business on
homemade bread and quality fresh food. It is through these aspects that
have led to the success of both these SMEs, reputation, expansion (Crusty
Central) and franchising (Filadelfio’s). Also, this sort of informal approach to
business for Rob and Logan allow employees to not be in such formal work
structures helping contribute to the close and harmonious working
relationships of employees that have been established in these two SMEs.
Recruitment and Selection
Recruitment and selection was one aspect that really showed the informality
of Crusty’s and Filadelfio’s and how close and harmonious relationships can
be established. Recruitment is the process of producing a pool of skilled
people to apply for employment to an organisation and involves identifying
adequate numbers of suitably skilled and competent persons to apply for the
position (Bratton & Gold, 2007; Rudman, 1999, 2010). Whereas, selection is
the process by which managers and others use specific instruments to choose
from a pool of applicants of a person or persons more likely to succeed in the
job(s), given management goals and strategies and legal requirements
(Bratton & Gold, 2007; Rudman, 1999, 2010). Small firms are more likely
than large ones to take on young people and people without qualifications
(Hughes, 1989).
With regard to Crusty’s and Filadelfio’s it was interesting to see that
both SMEs have similar approaches to recruitment and selection. When it
comes to hiring new employees both SMEs have very informal processes and
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have not had to worry about advertising for a very long time nor do they rely
on job descriptions, job analysis, and person specifications. Both SMEs have
been able to key into the student workforce and reduce advertising costs
through applicants bringing in their Curriculum Vitae’s (CVs) on a regular
basis. However, Rob is not really interested in the CVs making the process
very informal at Crusty’s. Yet, Logan is mainly interested in an applicant’s
work history. It is important to Logan if an applicant have worked in one job
for one month here, two months in another and this sort of behaviour
continues for some time. This is a sign to Logan that the applicant will be
unreliable and possibly not suitable for the job.
Over the years Rob and Logan have been able to develop a
recruitment and selection process that works for them. Even though Logan,
especially has some sort of criteria in place when looking at an applicant’s
CV, it is still a very informal approach as it also does not rely on job analysis,
job descriptions, and person specifications. However, Rob and Logan have
been able to develop an instinct and judge of character of applicants over the
years that have helped with the decision process. In say this, Rob is
interested in applicants who are keen to work, show initiative and have a
good attitude, while Logan is interested in applicants who are reliable and
honest. This sort of process regarding recruitment and selection is very
informal, however, Rob and Logan have been able to develop a process that
works for them and continue to use it to gain the results they need.
Although, the recruitment and selection process for Crusty’s and
Filadelfio’s is informal, Rob and Logan are still very concerned with hiring the
right people and someone who will fit into their close and harmonious
working relationship environment. That is why it is important for an applicant
to show they are keen to work, shows initiative, good attitude, reliable and
honest but also someone who will fit the business and the culture of the
business. Seeing as the ‘small is beautiful’ scenario is very apparent at both
Crusty’s and Filadelfio’s, it is important when hiring new employees that the
applicant will fit in with the other employees and fit with the business culture
that has been established over the years by Rob and Logan. There are no
formal interviews to assess whether an applicant will be suitable for the job
nor are qualifications essential at both SMEs. However, this fit comes down to
Rob and Logan’s instinct and judge of character that has been developed over
the years and something they seem to get right most of the time.
Performance Management
Performance management is a process which is designed to improve
organisational, team and individual performance and which is owned and
driven by line managers (Armstrong, 1992, 2009; Rudman, 2010). It is the
strategic and integrated approach to increasing the effectiveness of
organisations by improving the performance of the people who work in them
and by developing the capabilities of teams and individual contributors
(Armstrong and Baron, 1998). The appraisal process seeks to focus employee
attention on desirable action with those employees that increase customer
value, help the firm adapt to change and implement strategies, and create
unity (Ulrich & Lake, 1990; Armstrong, 1992, 2009; Rudman, 2010).
Rob and Logan do not conduct performance appraisals, which suggest
another level of informality regarding their HR practices. When an employee
underperforms or does something wrong both Rob and Logan discuss it with
the employee and tackles the situation immediately. One of the reasons why
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performance appraisals might not be conducted in both these SMEs might be
due to the small working environment of both SMEs and the owner-managers
are able to address the situations immediately without the need of formal
appraisals throughout the year. This might be another reason why the close
and harmonious working relationships of the employees at Crusty’s and
Filadelfio’s is so apparent, because employees feel they are part of the
business and Rob and Logan are involved as much as possible to ensure
everything runs smoothly on a day-to-day basis.
This obviously works for both SMEs and helps keep underperforming
employees in the right direction. However, it could be beneficial for Crusty’s
and Filadelfio’s to have some sort of formal performance appraisal in place.
Performance appraisals are designed to improve organisational, team and
individual performance (Armstrong, 1992, 2009; Rudman, 2010) to increase
the effectiveness of organisations by improving the performance of the
people who work in them and by developing the capabilities of teams and
individual contributors (Armstrong & Baron, 1998). If a performance
appraisal was put in place at Crusty’s and Filadelfio’s, it would give Rob and
Logan the opportunity to have a discussion with their employees to ensure
everything is going alright and there are no problems that have been left
unattended and help develop the capabilities of their employees. In such
small businesses, formal performance appraisals might not necessarily work,
but some sort of appraisal would allow Rob and Logan to get more involved
with their employees and in turn might also help with the close and
harmonious working relationships and ‘family’ environment at both SMEs. It
would allow employees to discuss any issues with Rob and Logan and to allow
for employees to feel they are part of the team or ‘family’.
Employee Turnover
In saying all of this, informality in both Crusty’s and Filadelfio’s are reflected
in different aspects of their HR practices, especially their business strategies,
recruitment and selection, and performance management. However, it is
through the informality and close and harmonious working relationships that
have helped contribute to the low turnover of employees in both SMEs. It has
been suggested that one of the main aspects that is facing SMEs in how to
retain good employees; however, this is definitely not a challenge or issue for
Rob and Logan. Most of the full time employees at Crusty’s and Filadelfio’s
have been with the businesses for approximately ten years, which is
astounding in the hospitality sector. This is definitely not an issue for Rob and
Logan who have been able to successful achieve a low turnover of employees
which might be because of the informal HR practices, the close and
harmonious working relationships and ‘family’ like environment that has been
developed successfully over the years by Rob and Logan.
Not only does it come down to the informal HR practices that Rob and
Logan have developed for their businesses, but the little things that help
create this sort of working relationship and environment. The employees at
Crusty’s are allowed to make their own lunch while Logan occasionally helps
out with black pants and shoes that are part of the employees uniform,
pizzas at the end of the night and half price food and drink. It is sometimes
the small things that make a huge different and helps employees feel they
are part of the business and are appreciated by the owner-managers. It is
through the little things that Logan believes helps contribute to creating the
close and harmonious working relationships and a family like environment,
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which in turn has helped with the low turnover of employees over the years. I
believe this is very important for SMEs to establish some sort of working
relationship with their employees and ensure they feel a part of the business.
This low turnover of employees has also allowed for Rob and Logan to have
confidence in their employees, employees are able to get to know their
customers, customers know what is expected when they go to the café or
restaurant and also reduces continuous training through not having to
continuously hiring new employees. This low turnover of employees is a huge
credit to Rob and Logan and what they have achieved over the years and
how they approach their processes and practices of their business and how
they appreciate their employees, creating the ‘small is beautiful’ scenario
among their employees.
Overall, some of the issues facing SMEs is how to attract, motivate and
retain good employees, however, for small businesses like Crusty Corner,
Crusty Central and Filadelfio’s it is a matter of developing processes and
procedures that work for them. The success of attracting, motivating and
retaining good employees for Rob and Logan have been because of the
informality of their HR practices that have also contributed to the close and
harmonious working relationships developed among their employees. Small
businesses might develop formal HR practices for their businesses, but in the
end it might not actually work for that particular business. Therefore, it is
important for small businesses to recognise what works and doesn’t work and
continue with what they believe is best. With regards to Rob and Logan, their
HR processes are informal which definitely works for them and allowed them
to experience the success and reputation that is well deserved for both SMEs.
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Cultural Comparison of China and Sub-Saharan
Africa
Sasha Westropp
Introduction
China has been involved in Africa for decades. Although African countries
initially saw its involvement as largely political, with China acting as an ally
and counterbalance to the West, today China’s involvement in Africa is
fundamentally about business. China’s trade with Africa has increased
dramatically since 2000, with only a decrease in 2009 (The Economist,
2011), reflecting the impact of the global financial crisis on global trade (See
figure 1 for graphic). Trade between the two regions was US$4 billion in
1995, $55.5 billion in 2006 (Vines, 2007), and more than US$120 billion in
2010 (The Economist, 2011). China is Africa’s largest trading partner (The
Economist, 2011), and it is estimated that 14% of China’s overseas
investment went to sub-Saharan Africa between 2005 and 2010 (The
Economist, 2011). China also buys more than one-third of its oil, which is a
crucial driving factor behind its economic growth, from the continent.
Not all of the involvement has been about trade, with China providing
more loans to many developing countries in Africa than the World Bank
(Vines, 2007). Chinese loans to Africa in 2004 were worth three times the
amount of development aid provided by OECD countries that year (Vines,
2007). Politically, China is an attractive partner because of its diplomatic
philosophy of noninterference in other countries’ internal affairs (Eisenman &
Kurlantzick, 2006).
While China’s involvement in the region has brought increased
employment and prosperity, there is also concern for the underlying
intentions and consequences of its connection to sub-Saharan Africa,
particularly regarding its accumulation of natural resources on the continent
and the damage to local businesses caused by stiff Chinese competition in
the marketplace (Eisenman & Kurlantzick, 2006). A study conducted by
researchers at the University of Stellenbosch showed that the focus for
Chinese firms’ market entry is on resource rich countries such as Angola,
Sierra Leone, Tanzania, and Zambia (Vines, 2007). Also, the study found that
Chinese companies usually operate on margins of 10 percent or less, which
makes them extremely hard to compete against for African businesses.
African businesses are not yet equipped to be able to compete against the
Chinese in the market place and this could cause some social tensions.
Resentment against China’s increasing involvement in African business is
beginning to grow, with attacks on Chinese owned businesses in Zambia in
2006 (Blair, 2006), as well as workers protests against a Chinese run copper
mine in Zambia fueled by low wages, unsafe working conditions, and the
employment of Chinese management instead of locals (AsiaNews, 2008).
It is obvious that China’s presence in Africa will continue to grow, and
that its commitment to Africa is a long-term relationship. However, it is
widely believed that the honeymoon period is over between China and many
sub-Saharan countries as tensions grow.
This assignment was for MANT436 Advanced International Management 2
Supervised by Prof André Everett
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Cross-cultural issues have a strong influence over many international
business activities and can in part explain both the reason why China has
played such a successful business role in sub-Saharan Africa over the
decades, as well as why there is growing resentment over Chinese-run
businesses. While there can be many other external reasons for any social,
political, and economic tension between the two regions, little research has
been undertaken to directly compare the two cultures to understand the
similarities and differences and the implications for business management.
This essay uses Hofstede’s cultural dimensions along with other established
cultural theory to analyze the synergies between China and sub-Saharan
Africa.
China has significant involvement with countries across the whole
continent of Africa, however only sub-Saharan Africa was chosen as the
region for cultural comparison because North African culture is distinctly
different from sub-Saharan culture and can be closer grouped with Middleeastern culture. A separate cultural analysis of China and North African
culture should be conducted in the future.
Hofstede’s (2012) cultural dimensions include comparisons between
China and East African countries, West African countries, and South Africa.
Analyzing all five dimensions of power distance, masculinity versus
femininity, uncertainty avoidance, individualism versus collectivism, and
long-term orientation, helps to gain an initial look into the cultural similarities
and differences between the two regions. In addition, looking at multiple
dimensions compared directly to one another can give even greater insight
into how similar or different the regions are in comparison to other groupings
of cultures.
Trompenaar’s (1993) dimensions are also used in this comparison to
provide an alternative viewpoint for the analysis and to ensure that the
results found from the analysis of Hofstede’s dimensions follow through. Also,
supplementary to both frameworks, additional aspects of both cultures, such
as religion, will be outlined and discussed to provide an all-encompassing
cultural comparison of the two regions.
The cultural analysis below aims to provide insight into how Chinese
management operates and whether this is congruent with sub-Saharan
African perceptions of work in an organization. Cultural challenges are not
only limited to language but can also include misunderstanding in values,
principles, structure, decision-making, and preference for leadership. For
Chinese businesses currently working in sub-Saharan Africa, and for those
that are intending to establish themselves there, understanding both their
own culture and the culture of the employees they are hiring in Africa, can
result in a more harmonious and successful organization. It cannot be
enough to simply imagine oneself in another’s position, and it is important to
actually understand the cultural dimensions characterizing these societies.
For the West, this analysis could answer why exactly China is doing so well in
Africa especially against the historical backdrop of Western colonial
involvement.
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Figure 1: China in Africa (The Economist, 2011)

Religion and Beliefs
Religions and beliefs form the basis of many cultures around the world and so
this is the first aspect of the two regions to be compared.
In terms of religious belief, China and sub-Saharan Africa could not be
further apart, and this inherent difference could be the basis of many
differences in the cultural dimensions outlined below. Sub-Saharan Africa
today is mainly either Christian or Muslim. The countries that are largely
Muslim include Sudan, Somalia, Sierra Leone, Guinea, Senegal, Mali, Niger,
and the Gambia. Nigeria, Chad, Burkina Faso and Cote d’Ivoire have roughly
equal numbers of Muslims and Christians, and there are sizeable Muslim
communities in Ethiopia, Tanzania, and Eritrea (CIA, 2012). Traditional
African religions had commonalities to Christianity and Islam in that there are
strict moral principles and codes of conduct to be followed. This in turn
establishes a nature of right and wrong, with penalties for those that cause
offence. In addition, these religions state that there is an ideal way of being
to aspire to. Indigenous African religions were incorporated into community
institutions and are an integral part of the culture of the region (Miahouakana
Matondo, 2012). Noorderhaven’s (2001) study on sub-Saharan Africans
found that religion was very important to the region, and that many
individuals believed strongly that all people need a religion, and that religious
people make better citizens.
China on the other hand is officially atheist with a majority of the
population not practicing a religion regularly (CIA, 2012). Instead, Confucian
ideologies are prevalent and dictate many of the beliefs and cultures in
Chinese society. As a moral system, Confucianism focuses on the
relationships between man and his surrounding relationships such as father
and son, and between friends. These relationships are defined by five virtues:
Humanity/benevolence,
righteousness,
propriety,
wisdom,
and
trustworthiness, and these virtues in respect to those relationships keep
society in order (Xing, 1995). Society can be viewed as a hierarchical
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pyramid of roles and the relationships of superior to subordinate are natural.
Order comes from a natural acceptance of things that are already in motion;
there is no ideal state of being to aspire to. In addition to this, there are
small but increasing populations of Muslims in particular, with 1%-2%
practicing Islam, and 4% of the population is Christian (CIA, 2012). The
other more popular religions are Daoism and Buddhism. For the majority of
the Chinese population then, the dominant ideology is one that where an
individual has a place and role within the ‘more important’ society at large,
with only minority beliefs involving values structured around the dogma of a
transcendental Being.
Comparing the two regions, their basis of beliefs could not be more
different. The majority Muslim and Christian populations of Africa are on the
far opposite of the scale to atheist China with its Confucian beliefs. The key
to the difference as it relates to culture is not directly concerned with the
religious values themselves but with the concept of achieving an ideal state
of being. While religious differences in themselves could be a source of
conflict and should be addressed, the cultural implication of this difference is
that sub-Saharan Africans in general will believe that there is an absolute,
uncompromisable right way and a wrong way of achieving something, while
the Chinese will be more accepting of different ways of conduct for a
particular situation due to the lack of a religiously absolute moral code. One
of the famous sayings employed by Mao – with echoes of Confucian ideology‘wei ren ming fu wu’, translates into ‘for the service of people and society’,
and this may be symbolically representative of the importance of society over
any kind of religion in China. This is a generalization based on the statistics
provided about religion and belief in the two countries and so the results
should be looked at in conjunction with the results from the cultural
dimensions used below.

Figure 2: Hofstede’s (2012) Cultural Dimensions of China
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Figure 3: Hofstede’s (2012) Cultural Dimensions of Sub-Saharan
Africa

Hofstede’s Dimensions
Hofstede (2012) defines culture as the ‘collective programming of the mind
distinguishing the members of one group or category of people from others.’
Hofstede’s dimensions are values that distinguished countries from one
another and could be divided into four groups: power distance, individualism
versus collectivism, masculinity versus femininity, and uncertainty avoidance.
The fifth dimension of long-term orientation was added in 1991, and was
based on research by Michael Bond. Hofstede’s study consisted of analyzing
employees in IBM between 1967 and 1973.
When analyzing Hofstede’s dimensions below, West Africa includes
Ghana, Nigeria, and Sierra Leone, while East Africa includes Ethiopia, Kenya,
Tanzania, and Zambia.
To compare this scores between the regions, depending on how close
the scores were to the divide between each side of a dimension, it was
judged that a difference in score of less than 10 points was considered
culturally similar, scores under 20 points difference were still relatively close,
and over 20 points discrepancy was considered enough of a difference to
warrant discussion.
Power Distance
Individuals in any society are not equal and this first dimension of Hofstede’s
illustrates how each culture views this inequality. Power distance is defined
as ‘the extent to which the less powerful members of institutions and
organizations within a country expect and accept that power is distributed
unequally’. (Hofstede, 1994)
China has a score of 80 for the power distance dimension, which is a
high score. This means that within Chinese culture, inequalities between
individuals are accepted as the norm. Indeed, such inequalities have existed
for thousands of years, with emperors claiming legitimacy and absolute
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power from a ‘Mandate of Heaven’ and the rest of the population accepting
both this social structure, and the deference to power inequalities that it
implies. In the modern high power distance society like China, at home
children are taught to be obedient to their parents and parents are always
treated as superiors rather than equals as is common in lower power distance
societies. The subordinate-superior role is further encouraged at school with
teachers as the superiors and with education centered around order in the
classroom led by the superior (Hofstede, 1994). In contrast, learning in low
power distance cultures is student-centered and focuses on initiative rather
than order. This then carries on to the workplace where hierarchy is
respected and where subordinates expect to be told what to do rather than
expect to be consulted like in low power distance cultures. As can be seen,
the acceptance of inequality through levels of power in the workplace is
cultivated from childhood, and it is important to understand these differences
in upbringing to understand the differences in perceptions of superiors and
subordinates in the workplace.
The West African cultures scored 77 on this dimension, East African
cultures scored 64, and South Africa scored 49. The West and East African
cultures scored similar to China with 80 and indicates that all three cultures
accept hierarchy and subordinates need to be told what to do as opposed to
using their own initiative. It must be noted that modern African societies
have, generally speaking, certain elements that are reminiscent of tribalbased societies that are prevalent in Africa. Tribal societies are often
characterized by strong intra-tribe relations and acceptance of a leader’s
authority; they also highlight distinctions made based on ethnical differences
such as that which gave rise to the Rwanda Genocide between the Tutsis and
Hutus: South Africa only scored 49, which is significantly lower than the other
three cultures analyzed, a score of 49 in this dimension is still considered to
represent a culture that values hierarchy. However, the discrepancy in scores
shows enough of a difference to potentially be an issue culturally.
Noorderhaven’s study (2001) supported Hofstede’s results for this
dimension, finding that for an employee, it is always best to check what had
been done in the past, and that it is always best to check with superiors
before making a decision. The study also found that sub-Saharan Africans
thought hierarchy in the family is necessary, and that a manager who does
not give clear and detailed instructions shows a lack of interest in his
subordinates.
As the above scores show, many Africans populations, especially along
the East and West Coasts favour absolute obedience to authority. The
concept of power in Africa is largely attributed to the position of power more
so than it is to an individual’s ability and wisdom (Noorderhaven & Tidjani,
2001). One consequence for these cultures that merely accept authority and
power inequalities are that there is an expectation and acceptance for some
injustices such as corruption, which is prolific in African government officials.
Severe authority systems can engender widespread corruption and social
injustices, though some argue that corruption in the African public sphere is a
result of colonial times when society saw the ruling government as outsiders.
Along with the echoes of cultural history, namely the tribal makeup of earlier
African societies, this in turn created an ‘us’ against ‘them’ mindset
(Noorderhaven & Tidjani, 2001).
Understanding this cultural dimension in Africa, the dominant
management philosophy of a stark differentiation between superior and
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subordinate is understandable. Organizations are hierarchical, bureaucratic,
and communication flows from the top to the bottom. Leadership in African
organizations is autocratic, which expects subordinates to be obedient,
reminiscent of tribal system. Although for different historical reasons, these
management styles today are similar to China because of the similarities of
the power distance dimension. According to this dimension, sub-Saharan
Africans should be comfortable to working in an organization with strict
hierarchies, and Chinese management should find a working population that
prefers to be told what to do. Therefore, Chinese organizations working in
sub-Saharan Africa already have a familiar organizational structure and type
of leadership for African employees to recognize and work in. This dimension
could be one reason why at least initially; the business relationship between
China and sub-Saharan Africa is thriving. However, it should be important to
consider that people often do respond not just to the display of authority or
power, but who wields it. For example, the fact that ethnically African
managers do not manage many African mines is a contributing factor to
ongoing tensions in such organizations to consider on top of the style of
management.
Masculinity versus Femininity
The masculinity/femininity dimension indicates the difference between
societies that are driven by success, achievement, and competition
(masculine) and those that are driven by quality of life and caring for others
(feminine) (Hofstede, 2012). In masculine cultures, the goal is to stand out
and success is defined by being the best in a given field. In contrast,
feminine cultures view success as having a high quality of life and not
standing out. Essentially, defining this dimension comes down to ‘what
motivates people – wanting to be the best (masculine) or liking what you do
(feminine) (Hofstede, 1994).
China scored 66 on this dimension, which shows it is a masculine
culture although it is not at the extreme of the scale. However, it is still
evidently success-orientated and driven. As stated earlier, a masculine
culture would stress achievement and competition, and this would be evident
from family life. Conflicts in the home are resolved through fighting through
them, and often the use of parental authority, rather than with compromise
and negotiation. At school, the system rewards academic performance over
social adaptation and for a student to fail at school would be considered an
absolute disaster. At the workplace, a certain level of assertiveness is
appreciated and the emphasis is on enhancing your career. Chinese workers
are likely to work longer hours at the expense of family time and other
leisure activities to ensure success (Hofstede, 1994).
West Africa scored 46 on this dimension; East African cultures scored
44, while South Africa scored 63. West and East African cultures are
considered relatively feminine cultures, which is contrasting to the definitive
masculine cultures of both China and South Africa. In feminine cultures,
status is hidden while the focus is on happiness. For business, this means
that having an enjoyable work environment is important. South Africa is
similar to China in that they will prioritize work over personal interests, and
competition and performance in the workplace is the norm.
Noorderhaven’s study (2001) supported this with one of the factor’s he
found – jealousy. Many sub-Saharan cultures thought ‘if you show yourself
very bright you may antagonize our co-workers,’ which follows on from the
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femininity dimension that emphasizes hiding your status and success. Also,
having an attitude that displays masculine tendencies such as ‘it is only
natural for an individual to reach for the top, even if it is at the expense of
his friends and relatives,’ would not be accepted or easily forgiven in these
cultures.
While the West and East African regions showed more of a tendency
towards the feminism end of the scale, there was only just above a 20 point
different between those regions and China, indicating that while different,
they are not on polarizing ends of the scale. In addition, this difference may
not be of too much concern to Chinese management if the expectations of
conduct among Africans apply to their fellow co-workers and not to
management. When the results of this dimension are looked at in
combination of the power distance dimension, it can be seen that both
cultures accept authority. Therefore, if Chinese management is exhibiting
features of a masculine culture that may not be usually accepted among subSaharan Africans, perhaps only if they are in a position of power will this not
be a concern. Also, because China is not on the extreme end of the scale of
masculinity, this may be more of a reflection of a hard-working culture that it
is a culture that wants to stand out at all costs. This is especially true when
combined with the results form the individualism versus collectivism
dimension, which will be discussed later in the essay.
Figure 4 shows a diagram that plots the points comparing power
distance and masculinity versus femininity. China was not included in this
study originally so the red dot shows an approximation of where China would
be grouped. Interestingly, China is grouped with Latin American countries,
West Africa (WAF) is grouped with many East Asian countries, and East Africa
(EAF) is grouped in a dense cluster of countries from around the world
including Korea, Brazil, and France, while South Africa (SAF) is in a wholly
separate quadrant to the others with many Western cultures.
When analyzing Figure 4, South Africa is the country that is the odd
one out, not China. The fact that South Africa has been grouped with
Western nations for this comparison could indicate that the cultural analysis
of South Africa conducted by Hofstede (1991) was likely focused on the white
Afrikaans community rather than the black majority. Knowing that the IBM
study was conducted during Apartheid supports this. If this is indeed the
case, the results for South Africa may very well be largely different if the
study was conducted again today. This should be kept in mind for the rest of
the analysis.
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Figure 4: Comparison of Power Distance and Masculinity versus
Femininity Dimensions (Hofstede, 1991)
Long-Term Orientation
The long-term orientation dimension is defined as ‘the extent to which a
society shows a pragmatic future-oriented perspective rather than a
conventional historical short-term point of view.’ (Hofstede, 1994) This
dimension is associated with the teachings of Confucius and was originally
called ‘Confucian dynamism’ though this dimension is applicable to countries
that do not have a Confucian heritage.
China has a score of 118 in this dimension, which indicates it is an
extremely long-term orientated culture. In China persistence and
perseverance are valued and business relationships are long-term projects
and investments. A prime example of this long-term thinking is found in the
savings rate of the Chinese, as the nation had saved over half of its GDP in
the last decade. Savings rates, or the reluctance to be in debt as many
Western households are particularly prone to being in, can be very indicative
of a country’s long-term orientation. This also indicates that a business deal
with a Chinese firm shows full confidence in the transaction as the thinking
ways in China focus on the full or no confidence. In contrast, low long-term
orientated countries think more in probabilistic ways (Hofstede, 1994).
The West African cultures scored 25, while the East African cultures
also scored 25. There is no score for South Africa in this dimension. This
dimension shows where the major cultural difference between China and subSaharan Africa lies. With a score of 118, China could not be further from the
short-term orientation of the two African cultures. As short-term orientated
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cultures, there is a tendency to spend rather than save money, which is
unfortunately due to partly to the historically low levels of wealth across the
continent, the effects of instability and lack of strong financial infrastructure.
The lack of financial infrastructure makes it difficult to plan for the long term,
and the instability and chaos of colonial wars have left the future uncertain
for generations. In such situations, long-term plans such as investments and
savings may be wiped out with a change of government or war; these socialpolitical circumstances, over many decades of strife, inevitably lead to
consolidated short-term attitudes. Furthermore, low levels of wealth mean
that a greater proportion of income has to be spent on nutritional sustenance
and other daily needs, leaving even less available for saving. These factors
are among the largest hindrances to change for sub-Saharan Africa,
especially when coupled with the results from the masculinity versus
femininity dimension, as West and East Africa both are more feminine and do
not value achievement as highly as other countries. Lastly, and what may be
most important for China’s investment into Africa, there is an impatience for
seeing immediate results.
This dimension could explain the growing social tensions that can be
seen in sub-Saharan Africa today towards Chinese business. While initially
Africans welcomed the influx of Chinese investment and the benefits
obtained, the mood is shifting towards resentment as outlined in one article
in the Economist (2011). As China is at the extreme end of long-term
orientation – evidenced by their purchase, and both ownership and direct
management of such mines – after their extensive investments in many
aspects of African business, as well as the variety of African countries they
have relationships with, it is highly unlikely that they would be considering an
exit from the continent any time soon. As mentioned earlier, it is increasingly
looking like the honeymoon period of the relationship between Africa and
China is coming to an end, at least in some regions.
While the short-term benefits provided by the Chinese were celebrated
at the start, China’s continued involvement may not be welcomed for much
longer. An example of the nature of this relationship can be seen with the
construction of the TAZARA railway in 1975. The Chinese government
sponsored construction of the railway to eliminate Zambia’s economic
dependence on Rhodesia and South Africa, which were both being ruled by
white governments. Celebrated at the time, the TAZARA railway is now near
collapse, a result of financial difficulties, poor maintenance, and
mismanagement (The East African, 2008). Short-term orientated Africa
enjoyed the initial benefits brought by this railway, but now it is China that
has profited with its long-term orientation ensuring relationships were forged
to allow for an abundance of natural resources to be exported from Africa to
China.
Individualism versus Collectivism
The individualism dimension is concerned with how individuals in a culture
define themselves. That is, whether their self-identity is defined by the group
or by the individual. This dimension can be defined as ‘the degree of
interdependence a society maintains among its members (Hofstede, 2012).’
In individualist societies, individuals tend to look after themselves and their
direct family only. In collectivist societies people belong to a wider in-group
that can include extended family and friends, and all look after the interests
of each other because the collective defines them.
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China has a score of 20 on this dimension, which is a low score and
translates to a culture that is highly collectivist. This means that people act in
the interests of their in-group rather than in the interest of themselves. At
home, a collectivist culture establishes the importance of a having a
conscious defined by ‘we’ rather than ‘I’ as is common in individualist
cultures. The group determines opinions and an individual’s obligation is to
their in-group. This carries on through life to the work place where standards
shift between those who are within your in-group and those who are not. In
the workplace of a collectivist culture, relationships between employees is
more important that the task (Hofstede, 1994). In contrast, in individualist
cultures task is more important than the relationships between other
employees and in extreme individual cultures, other people are seen as
potential resources and the relationship to a superior is calculative. Other
issues for businesses in collectivist cultures are that the loyalty to the
organization is usually low, however the commitment to the people in that
organization may not be. In addition, because the in-group out-group
dynamics are strong in a highly collectivist culture like China, treatment of
those outside the in-group can be hostile (Hofstede, 1994).
West African cultures scored 20 on this dimension, East African
cultures scored 27, and South Africa scored 65. West Africa shared the same
score as China for this dimension and East Africa was remarkably close.
Loyalty is vital in these cultures and responsibility of the group is shared
among all group members. Loss of face and shame of an individual reflects
poorly on the group, and in business, management is the management of
groups rather than of individuals. In contrast, South Africa’s score of 65
shows that their culture is completely on the other side of the scale to the
other three countries analyzed. South Africa is an individualistic society
where individuals are expected to take care of themselves and their
immediate families. Offence causes guilt and a loss of self-esteem but unlike
collectivist cultures, this does not necessarily have to reflect poorly on the
family and social circle of the individual (Hofstede, 1994).
As was explained above, the South African score is likely to reflect a
dated representation of the national culture in that country. However, the
scores are still being included in this essay because even if the scores only
reflect the white-minority, this minority still plays a relatively large role in
business in South Africa, and this is still a difference of business culture that
should be taken into consideration by the Chinese.
The extended family is important in most sub-Saharan cultures. As
with most collectivist cultures, the extended family provides the basis of the
in-group that ensures security and belonging. Further illustrating the
collective nature of these African cultures, Nooderhaven (2001) found that
African managers are required to satisfy the social needs of their relatives.
Similar to a Chinese family, behind an African employee is an extended
family and social in-group that requires consideration and as a result,
nepotism is a common occurrence. Most sub-Saharan Africans are more
comfortable within a group than they would be by themselves.
A consequence of the African form of collectivism in the work place is
that there can be a lack of organizational effectiveness. A collectivist culture
coupled with the short-term orientation dimension, describes a culture that
has absolute loyalty to their in-group, but who are also looking for shortterm, immediate results. There is a lack of organizational objectives from
African managers and they are also inevitably motivated more by the gain
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they could provide to their extended family and in-group then they are
motivated to improve the performance of their organization. In addition,
when taking into consideration the West and East African results in the
masculinity dimension, the lack of focus on achievement and competition in
the workplace could be another reason to escalate this lessened loyalty to the
organization. ‘African managers do not strive for challenges and excellence,
but rather they remain content with the status quo and mediocrity’ (Beugré &
Offodile, 2001).
Figure 5 below shows a comparison of the power distance dimension
with the individualism versus collectivism dimension. Once again, China is the
point in red. This diagram is an example of just how similar Chinese and subSaharan African cultures can be. All three cultures are featured in the same
grouping appointed by Hofstede (1991); once again it is South Africa that is
the exception. The similarity represented here is that both cultures are
defined by the relationships with their in-group, which includes extended
family and friends. They also both accept that hierarchies are necessary for
functioning organization. Looking at the spread of cultures in figure 5, it is
evident that most countries with a higher level of power distance also were
more collectivists and so these two dimensions in particular are inherently
linked. This is because it is likely that these cultures have a respect for
authority because they grew up being defined by their social groups where
authority was naturally given to elders or those in positions to provide for the
family.

Figure 5: Comparison of Individualism versus
Dimensions and Power Distance (Hofstede, 1991)
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Uncertainty Avoidance
The uncertainty avoidance dimension is concerned with the way a culture
handles the insecurity and ambiguity of the future (Hofstede, 2012). On one
end of the scale are cultures that attempt to control every possible outcome
of the future, and on the other end are cultures that have accepted the
uncertainty of the future and don’t fight the outcome. Central to this
dimension is the level of anxiety a culture has over the future, and this leads
to the definition of uncertainty avoidance as ‘the extent to which the
members of a culture feel threatened by ambiguous or unknown situations
and have created beliefs and institutions that try to avoid these’ (Hofstede,
1994). Furthermore, this dimension illustrates a society’s search for truth,
and to what extent a culture molds its individuals to feel comfortable or
uncomfortable in unstructured situations. Cultures that score high in this
dimension attempt to decrease the chances of ever being in an unfamiliar
and unstructured situation by applying strict laws and rules and contingency
plans for any situation. In addition this dimension is also linked to the
philosophical and religious levels of each culture with religions that believe in
an absolute truth complementing a culture that scores highly on uncertainty
avoidance. While religions that are more relativist and allow multiple
interpretations of a truth are more likely to be a part of a culture that scores
low on uncertainty avoidance. This is the dimension that directly links to the
differences in religions outlined earlier, where the African religions emphasize
an ideal state of being, and where Confucian Chinese accept that there is a
reason for difference depending on the context.
China scored 30 on this dimension, which is a low score for uncertainty
avoidance. Essentially, the Chinese are used to ambiguity, and are
comfortable with it. At home, a low scoring uncertainty avoiding culture is
taught that what is different from themselves is either ridiculous or curious,
the environment is one of low stress and ease, and emotions are in control
and are hidden. At school students are comfortable with unstructured
learning situations and more vague objectives while students in high
uncertainty avoiding cultures prefer structured learning situations and precise
objectives. In the workplace, a low uncertainty avoiding culture prefers less
formal and informal rule and less standardization while the opposite is true
for high uncertainty avoiding cultures (Hofstede, 1994).
The West African cultures score 52 on this dimension, East African
cultures also score 52, and South Africa scores 49. All three African groups
are similarly clumped and collectively have a higher preference for avoiding
uncertainty. As relative uncertainty avoiders, all three African cultures have
more of an emotional need for rules than some countries, and also they are
more intolerant of unfamiliar behaviour and ideas. This is the first dimension
with no similarities for any African country to Chinese propensity for
uncertainty acceptance. West and East Africa fall out of the 20-point
difference used to define the difference in this essay, while South Africa falls
just under the qualification. Nevertheless, especially after considering the
differences in religious beliefs, the difference between the regions in this
dimension is still not very far. While Chinese culture is on the opposite side of
the scale of this dimension, the scores themselves have only a 20 point
difference and therefore the disparity between the cultures may not in fact be
too dissimilar.
Figure 6 shows the comparison of the individualism versus collectivism
dimension with the uncertainty avoidance dimension. China, represented by
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the red dot, is again in the same quadrant as both West and East Africa.
South Africa is again the exception to this grouping. This shows that despite
having a slightly lower score on uncertainty avoidance to the African regions,
China still relatively similar to the regions culturally, especially when
comparing to countries from the West. In fact, there are very few countries
present in the same quadrant, and most are from South-East Asia.

Figure 6: Comparison of Uncertainty Avoidance Dimension with
Individualism versus Collectivism Dimension (Hofstede, 1991)
Figure 7 is a comparison of the uncertainty avoidance dimension, and
the masculinity versus femininity dimension. Here, China in red is noticeably
separate from both East and West Africa, though it is present in the same
quadrant as South Africa. Relative to the other countries and groupings on
this scale, China is again not very far culturally from the African regions.
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Figure 7: Comparison of Uncertainty Avoidance Dimension and
Masculinity versus Femininity Dimension (Hofstede, 1991)
In summary, from the analysis of Hofstede’s dimensions as applied to
China, West and East Africa, and South Africa, it is clear that there are many
cultural similarities between China and sub-Saharan Africa. This is especially
true when looking at both figures 6 and 5 where on a scale comparing two
dimensions, China is grouped in the same quadrant as the East and West
Africans. The most similar dimensions are the results from the individualism
versus collectivism dimension and power distance, where both China and the
sub-Saharan Africans scored extremely similar as collectivist societies and as
cultures that accept inequality in society. The major point of difference
between the two regions is easily the long-term orientation dimension where
each scored completely on the opposite end of the extreme to the other with
China exhibiting a long-term orientation to tasks and the sub-Saharan
Africans showing a short-term orientation to tasks. This is likely to be the
central cause of conflict culturally between the two regions though some
difference could also be from the dimensions of masculinity versus femininity
and uncertainty avoidance where the regions did not score too similarly but
neither were they on the other end of the extreme of either scale.
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Trompenaars’ Dimensions
Another set of dimensions that can be used to analyze and compare cultures
is Trompenaars’, which is used here to provide additional analysis to the
conclusions drawn from Hofstede’s dimensions. When analyzing the following
dimensions, the analysis is limited in that not all sub-Saharan African
countries were represented and only some scales showed results for any
African country. Therefore, where possible this essay compares China to one
sub-Saharan African country – either Nigeria or Ethiopia. There are seven
dimensions in total and two dimensions focus on individuals’ relationship to
time and nature (time orientation and internal and external control), while
the rest focus on how individuals handle intercultural relationships
(Trompenaars, 1993).
Universalistic versus Particularistic
The first dimension is the universalistic versus particularistic dimension,
which illustrates the difference between cultures that would place a higher
emphasis on the rules, to those that would stress the important of
relationships and loyalty to their in-group over rules (Trompenaars, 1996).
Universalistic cultures would value contracts, legal systems, and an obligation
to higher morals over a particularistic duty to social groups. China is easily at
the far end of the scale towards having a particularistic obligation, and this
links to the Confucian belief system highlighted earlier. This also provides a
comparison to Hofstede’s individualism versus collectivism dimension as
Trompenaar’s particularists exhibit similar traits to Hofstede’s collectivists in
that they feel a duty to the social groups they belong to.
There is no data available for this dimension for a sub-Saharan African
country, though it would be interesting to see where this culture might fall on
this dimension, especially when considering the enduring effect of Western
influence imposed on Africa during its colonial past. While there is a similarity
to one of Hofstede’s dimensions, Trompenaars description of a universalistic
culture tends to place many cultures that are based on religions that impose
a higher value system towards the universalistic end of the scale. If that were
the case, then perhaps sub-Saharan African cultures would tend towards the
universalistic end of the scale.
Individualism versus Collectivism
The conflict between what each person wants as an individual, and the
interests of the in-group we belong to, is the basis for the individualism
versus collectivism dimension (Trompenaars, 1996). The base of this
dimension is figuring out whether we relate to other people by finding out
what each of us wants as individuals, or if we put ahead the needs of the
greater public good (Trompenaars, 1996). Nigeria scores on the extreme end
of the scale towards individualism with a score of 74 (Trompenaars, 1996),
while China is not represented in the data for this dimension.
Even without being able to compare the two countries, there is a
discrepancy between the results here and the results from Hofstede’s
individualism versus collectivism dimension where Nigeria, along with the
other West African nations surveyed, scored towards the collectivist end of
the scale. According to Trompenaar (1996), Individualists believe that if an
individual has as much freedom as possible, and the maximum opportunity to
develop themselves, the quality of their life will improve as a result.
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Neutral versus Affective
The neutral versus affective dimension describes whether cultures show
emotions, and expect to receive an emotional response in return, or whether
they are emotionally neutral when interacting within relationships
(Trompenaars, 1996). One sub-Saharan African nation – Ethiopia – scored
quite high in neutrality with a score of 62. In other words, Ethiopians tend
not to show much emotion during interactions with other people. Not far
behind in ranking for neutrality is China with a score of 43 (Trompenaars,
1996), which also tends towards hiding rather than showing emotion, though
not to the extreme that Ethiopia does. In terms of business management, the
fact that both are on the same end of the scale for this dimension is an asset
and potentially one further similarity illustrating why China has been
successful so far in working with Africa.
Specific versus Diffuse
The specific versus diffuse dimension explains how diffuse cultures emphasize
the importance of intertwining the organization with its environment, for
organizations to be involved in the lives of its employee outside of work, and
it shows long-term relationships to an organization (Trompenaars, 1996).
The opposite is true for specific cultures, which underline the importance of
the ‘bottom line’ and ‘best practice.’ China scores highly towards the diffuse
end of the scale with a score of 31, and the next country that comes close on
the scale is Nigeria with a score of 47 (Trompenaars, 1996). Therefore, both
tend to prefer an organization where the organization is involved in the lives
of its employees outside of work in order to build stronger relationships
among workers. Once again, China and a sub-Saharan country find
themselves on the same extreme of a dimension, further illustrating the
cultural similarities between the two regions.
Achievement versus Ascription
The achievement versus ascription dimension shows the difference in how
cultures give status to people – on the basis of their achievements or by their
ascription to a certain demographic characteristics such as age, gender, or
class (Trompenaars, 1996). Achievement cultures justify that members of a
higher status have earned their positions by giving more to the group, while
ascription cultures justify that their senior members that more power to get
things done because of their age, gender, or class. Nigeria is more of an
achievement culture and relatively high on this dimension with a score of 46.
In contrast, China is on the far end of the scale towards an ascription culture.
Here poses an interesting contrast between Trompenaar and
Hofstede’s masculinity versus femininity dimension. Nigeria was included in
the grouping of West African nations in the Hofstede analysis, which were
both more feminine and also more collectivist in nature. According to both,
Nigeria does not value achievement as highly as other cultures, and also, is
more likely to ascribe positions of power based on inherent characteristics
than other countries. Here is another of Trompenaar’s dimensions that
highlights a potentially austere difference in culture to China.
Time Orientation
The time orientation dimension is concerned with the shared expectations of
time in a culture. Every culture approaches time differently, and stress a
different level of importance to the past, the present, and the future
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(Trompenaars, 1996). There are no scores for this dimension, rather a
conceptual diagram for how each culture links together the past, present, and
future. What is important to see is if a culture views time as a series of
passing events, happening sequentially, or if it views time with past, present,
and future all interrelated, or synchronic (Trompenaars, 1996).
Figure 8 shows the time orientation of China, where the past and the
present are barely interlocking or synchronic, but there is a sequential gap
between the present and the future, and the future has much greater
emphasis placed upon it. This complements Hofstede’s analysis of China
being more long-term orientated or future focused. Unfortunately there is no
data on a sub-Saharan African country for this essay to compare to China,
though considering how extremely short-term orientated the sub-Saharan
African countries were in Hofstede’s dimension, perhaps the circle of the
future would be much smaller than China’s.

Figure 8: Trompenaar’s
(Past/Present/Future)

(1993)

Time

Orientation

of

China

Internal versus External Control
The internal versus external control dimension describes the meaning an
individual puts onto their natural environment. Those that are externally
orientated accept that man does not have control over his environment and
nature and so their focus for survival is on adapting to the external
(Trompenaars, 1996). Those that are internally orientated believe there is a
separation between an individual’s ability and circumstances that arrive from
the external environment. Nigeria and China have similar positions on this
scale and both relatively tend more towards the centre of the scale. Nigeria
scored 69 and China scored 56. In other words, both cultures are more likely
to accept the need to adapt to the external environment rather than control it
relative to other countries, though China more so than Nigeria.
This dimension is comparable to Hofstede’s uncertainty avoidance
dimension where similarly, China and the sub-Saharan African countries
scored almost alike.
In summary, while some of Trompenaars dimensions showed
similarities between China and a sub-Saharan African country, there were
also larger differences in some dimensions. Also, of course, this analysis was
limited by the lack of data in some dimensions on the two regions of
question. The similarities occurred in both the neutral versus affective, the
specific versus diffuse dimensions, and the internal versus external control
dimension. While there was a significant difference recorded in the
achievement versus ascription dimension. This additional analysis of the two
regions with alternative cultural dimensions shows how a different definition
of the theory, or a different form of data collection, can highlight differences
between countries not highlighted by another study. While in general, for the
data that was available to compare both China and sub-Saharan Africa, there
were also more similarities that than differences between the two cultures,
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again supporting the notion that China’s success in Africa could be put down
to the cultural similarities it has with the region.

Conclusion
The above analysis has shown just how similar the culture of sub-Saharan
Africa and China can be. Similar levels of acceptance for power distance
ensure that there is respect for those in positions of power, both on a political
level and within businesses. The fact that both are more collectivist cultures
shows how each value and understands the fact that their in-groups define
individuals and this must be respected. Also, neither tends to show outright
displays of emotion in public, and both tend to prefer that the organization
they work in be intertwined with their private lives too. This is perhaps a
particularly important implication for the business community as a culture
that would prefer otherwise simply would not be able to work with superiors
or subordinates that expected the opposite. Lastly, both tended towards
having an external focus of control, where there were more acceptances over
the fact that individuals may not always be able to control their external
environments. These similarities can in large part explain why China has
been so successful in building meaningful business relationships in Africa, and
perhaps explain why Western countries have not been able to replicate this.
Most successful business partnerships work well simply because the partners
think alike and the above cultural similarities can explain why this
relationship has been working.
For all the similarities, the growing tensions and negative attitudes
towards the Chinese in Africa also cannot be ignored. Looking at the findings
from Hofstede’s dimensions, the central significant difference between the
two cultures is the orientation of time. This one stark difference in cultural
dimension is enough to spark discord in a relationship. Looking at the amount
of short-term benefits that China has provided various African countries over
the decades, including the TAZARA railway and the more recent construction
of the African Union headquarters in Ethiopia, it seems that China is well
aware of Africa’s tendency towards short-term gains. While China is able to
provide these benefits, it is able to build important relationships between
sub-Saharan African countries that are necessary for its own political,
economic, and financial gain. While this may seem like Africa is being taken
advantage of, China’s involvement in Africa has still resulted in more good
than any involvement from a Western nation has, not just in a historical
perspective but even in the latter half of the twentieth century where African
factions and states were being used as proxies in the Cold War, such as the
Angolan Civil War. And, for example, even though the TAZARA railway is in
collapse, while it was operational it was known as the ‘freedom’ train because
it did liberate Zambia from the stronghold of two white-minority ruled
governments. China’s investment in Africa through infrastructure and
banking among other things, while ultimately benefitting China, will still
benefit Africa more than loans of aid money from the West. What China must
look to do now is find a way to ease the social tension that could is arising as
Africans realize that they have a lot to offer a country like China. The
similarities in cultural dimensions could also suggest that the problems that
do exist could have a possibility of being resolved if both sides are in some
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ways culturally or behaviourally similar enough to use the dimensions of what
they have in common to good effect.
This essay is simply an initial cross-cultural comparison between the
two regions. More research could be undertaken to explain the differences
and similarities between the two regions. While Hofstede’s dimensions are an
excellent starting point to see the initial general differences between the two
cultures, a study should be undertaken to map the sub-Saharan region as a
whole in relation to his dimensions. In particular, the results from South
Africa are likely to be completely different from those collected during the
time of apartheid. Trompenaar’s dimensions provide an excellent foil to
compare to Hofstede’s dimensions, though more extensive results should be
published specifically on sub-Saharan Africa analyzing the region according to
the dimensions, and comparing those results to others. The region could also
be analyzed using Shwartz’s value systems to provide further discussion into
the similarities and differences. A model of cultural-fit could also be
developed to aid Chinese businesses in outlining the differences between the
business culture of each, particularly with respect to the superior-subordinate
relationship.
As a result of China’s rising economic dominance over the last decade,
much emphasis has been put onto trying to understand its business
practices. Less study has been done on the business practices of developing
countries such as those in sub-Saharan Africa, though countries in the region
such as Nigeria and South Africa are becoming more prominent in the global
economy. Research needs to go beyond business practices and should look
into the culture behind those business practices because it is the most
inherent and basic difference that can cause conflict in business. Then
perhaps Western economies can look to find a foothold and a way to benefit
from the development of Africa.
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